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During the final stages of editing Sounding Board 14 we heard of the 

death of Kenneth Gilbert. A highly respected and influential player, 

teacher and editor, who has done so much to guide, both amateur 

and professional musicians, towards the historically-informed 

understanding of early music.  Hank Knox kindly gave us permission 

to reprint the essay he had written for the Historical Keyboard Society 

of North America’s Newsletter, but we were very conscious that many 

others would appreciate a chance to also share their memories.  It was 

then that a decision was made to make the next Sounding Board, this 

Issue no.15, a special edition dedicated solely to the memory of 

Kenneth Gilbert.  

 

I would like to thank all those who have contributed to this very 

special edition and to Pamela Nash for her very hard work as editor; 

coordinating, compiling and checking work from such a large number 

of authors and from many different countries. 

 

 

Edna Lewis - Secretary BHS 
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INTRODUCTION 
 

 

••• From our Guest Editor, Pamela Nash ••• 
 

In Memoriam: Kenneth Gilbert (December 16th, 1931 – April 15th, 2020) 

 

It gives me great pleasure to welcome you to this special issue of Sounding Board, dedicated to the 

memory of Kenneth Gilbert.   The harpsichord community's response to the call for contributions, 

resulting in this veritable wealth of tributes, offers welcome salve in these troubled times, as well 

indeed as compensation, at least in part, for the conspicuous absence of obituaries (with the exception 

of Le Monde) in the international press.  The puzzling omission has left Gilbert's monumental and 

groundbreaking work and his huge influence on a generation of musicians all the more in need of 

acknowledgement, and so to all those who have written so meaningfully about how this influence 

continues to live on in their own life and work, I would like to express sincere thanks and appreciation.  

I am grateful to those contributors for whom English is not their first language, with extra thanks due 

to them for approving my editing and translating efforts.     

 

My own experience of Gilbert was mainly tangential, via the study and appreciation of the recordings 

and editions, as well as a couple of enigmatic encounters on competition juries.  I can also claim to 

have inherited some knowledge of the man and his teaching dating back to 1976 as a pupil of Heather 

Slade-Lipkin, who would eulogise to me about her classes with him in Provence.   

However, to read the words of his other direct beneficiaries, through these tributes, is almost to feel as 

if I too had known him.   The picture emerges of a man who was as successful and effective a person 

and human being as he was a musician; whose humanity governed his life and work: not the other 

way round, as is much more the case.   It seems to me that it was his many, fine sensibilities which 

enabled him to balance the roles of mentor, friend, teacher, scholar and player: a skill he managed 

with discretion and judgment and with those rarest of attributes - of knowing the right thing to say, 

and how, and when to say it.    

 

As we absorb the universal gratitude and affection so generously revealed by the writers of the 

following 39 testaments, we realise at the same time how remarkably fortunate Gilbert himself was 

for having such friends and advocates - along with so many others - in his own life.   And it is hoped 

that in the last, diminished phase of that life, and in correlation perhaps with his musical recall, he was 

indeed able to gain some solace from this.     

   

Hank Knox's tribute (first appearing in the Spring 2020 edition of Sounding Board) is placed first to 

provide some biographical perspective, and the five which follow are presented consecutively as a 

group to represent Gilbert's earlier days, through recollections dating from the 1950s.     

 

 
Pamela Nash   
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In Memoriam: Kenneth Gilbert 
 

Hank Knox prefaces his tribute with a biographical overview: 

All of us who are active in the field of Historically Informed Performance, especially those of us who 

play keyboards, have been touched in some way or another by Kenneth Gilbert’s passage through 

our world. His contributions to the twentieth-century re-evaluation and revival of early keyboard 

repertoire have had a significant and lasting impact on the way we play, hear, edit, teach, and think 

about music of the past. 

 

Kenneth Gilbert was born in Montreal, Quebec and studied organ with Conrad Letendre and piano 

with Yvonne Hubert. He was awarded the 1953 Prix d’Europe for organ and studied for two years in 

Europe with Nadia Boulanger (composition), Gaston Litaize and Maurice Duruflé (organ), and Sylvie 

Spicket and Ruggero Gerlin (harpsichord). He worked primarily as an organist for the early part of 

his career, and served at Queen Mary Road United Church in Montreal from 1952 to 1967. There he 

was responsible for the installation in 1959 of the first major modern tracker organ in Canada, built 

by Rudolph von Beckerath of Hamburg. This was the first of three major Beckerath organs to be 

installed in Canada, and among the earliest to be installed in North America. He was also involved 

in the nascent early music scene in Montreal, performing with the Montreal Consort of Ancient 

Instruments directed by Otto Joachim, the Montreal Bach Choir under George Little, and with 

gambist Gian Lyman. He went on to establish the Early Music Programme at McGill University in 

the 1960s.   

 

He returned to Europe for further study in the early 1960s with support from the Quebec 

government and from the Canada Council for the Arts. His interests then turned more and more to 

the harpsichord, and he became convinced that the best way to approach music of the past was to 

learn from the sounds of historic instruments and to study the prints, manuscripts, and treatises 

left by contemporary musicians. His interest in early French repertoire in particular led to a project 

to record the complete harpsichord works of François Couperin for Radio Canada International. And 

the preparation for this recording led him to produce a new edition for Heugel from the original 

eighteenth century engravings. For the recording, he chose his newly commissioned instrument 

built by Frank Hubbard after an original instrument by Jean-Henry Hemsch in the Boston Museum 

of Fine Arts. This groundbreaking set of recordings, which was released by Harmonia Mundi in 

Europe, firmly established him as one of the leading lights of the burgeoning Early Music 

movement. 

 

Over the course of an international career as performer and musicologist that spanned some four 

decades, he played solo harpsichord recitals in all of the major centres in Europe, North and South 

America, Australia, and Asia, and was heard in numerous recordings for radio and television around 

the world. As Stephen Plaistow, writing in Gramophone (May 1973), said, ‘Kenneth Gilbert’s 

achievement... is to rescue the music from a small circle of connoisseurs and to make it... universally 

enjoyable. He does so by harnessing the discipline of scholarship to his flair for performing the music... 

Not since Thurston Dart... has there been such a fruitful coincidence of the scholar’s mind and the 

performer’s fingers in this field’. He produced a steady stream of influential recordings, many on 

original instruments. A complete online discography (compiled by Antonio Lechasseur, 

http://hypatia.music.mcgill.ca/1/gilbert/gilbert_discography.html) lists 57 original recordings and 

well over 250 reprints and reissues. Other than a very early album recorded on a Wittmayer, all of 

http://hypatia.music.mcgill.ca/1/gilbert/gilbert_discography.html
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his harpsichord recordings were made on restored antiques or instruments inspired by original 

instruments.  

Beginning in the 1960s, he assembled a varied collection of instruments, including an anonymous 

Italian instrument signed ‘F.A. 1677’, whose plan is shown in Plate I of Frank Hubbard’s Three 

Centuries of Harpsichord Making (Harvard University Press, 1965), a single-manual instrument by 

Albert Delin (1768) on which he recorded works by 

Jean-Henri D’Anglebert, and a marvellous two-

manual instrument built probably by François-

Étienne Blanchet II in 1757 around a soundboard 

and rose signed I.C. (Joseph Johannes Couchet) in 

1671 and modified by Pascal Taskin in 1778 heard 

on many of his own recordings, as well as a large 

collection of modern instruments based on 

historical models by such builders as Hubert 

Bédard, Frank Hubbard, William Dowd, Rainer 

Schütze, Willard Martin, and William Post Ross. 

Original harpsichords heard on his recordings 

include instruments by Joseph Collesse and Jean 

Franky, Carl August Gräbner, Andreas Ruckers 

(rebuilt by Hemsch), Jean-Claude Goujon, Nicolas 

Dumont (rebuilt by Taskin), Jean-Antoine Vaudry, 

Pierre Donzelague, Sébastien Garnier, and Pierre 

Bellot. While he is often associated with French 

repertoire, particularly Couperin, Jean-Philippe 

Rameau, D’Anglebert, Jacquet de la Guerre, and 

Jacques Champion de Chambonnières, his 

recordings include much of the harpsichord 

repertoire of J.S. Bach, along with collections of 

George Frideric Handel, Johann Jakob Froberger, 

and Henry Purcell. While he never recorded 

himself on the F.A., it can be heard in recordings by Bob van Asperen (Froberger), Paola Erdas (Luis 

Venegas de Henestrosa) and the present writer (Girolamo Frescobaldi).  

 

Following the international success of the Couperin edition (completed in 1972), Gilbert began the 

monumental task of preparing a new edition of the 555 sonatas of Domenico Scarlatti. Eleven 

volumes were published by Heugel (1971–84). Gilbert also prepared a facsimile edition of the 

complete harpsichord works of François Couperin (Broude Brothers, 1973) and edited the complete 

harpsichord works of D’Anglebert (Heugel, 1975). He prepared new editions of Bach’s Goldberg 

Variations (Salabert, 1979), Frescobaldi’s first and second books of toccatas (Zanibon, 1978 and 

1979), and Rameau’s complete harpsichord works (Heugel, 1979). He became Président délégué of 

the Oiseau-Lyre publishing firm where he produced a reissue of suites by Charles Dieupart and 

oversaw the reissue of the thirteen-volume Paul Brunold edition of the complete works of François 

Couperin. Other editions include Bach’s Pièce d’orgue BWV 572a (Oiseau-Lyre, 1993) and an 

enjoyable two-harpsichord arrangement of Bach’s Brandenburg Concerto No. 6 (Ut Orpheus, 2001). 

He collaborated with Christopher Stembridge on the first volumes of the new Bärenreiter edition of 

Frescobaldi’s keyboard works. Among his last projects were keyboard ‘transliterations’ of lute and 

chitarrone pieces by Giovanni Girolamo Kapsberger for Ut Orpheus (1997, 1998, and 2001). His 

method of transcription involved reproducing the note picture of the original lute tablature by 

(photo: Maurice Decker) 
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printing the rhythms above the pitches rendered as stemless half-notes; these wonderful pieces, 

reflective of the works of Frescobaldi, deserve to be much better known to keyboard players. 

 

In parallel with his performing and editorial careers, Gilbert enjoyed a long teaching career at 

conservatories in Montreal, Quebec City, Paris, Antwerp, Stuttgart, and the Mozarteum in Salzburg, 

in guest positions at the Royal Academy and Royal College of Music in London, and at countless 

summer academies, of which the seminar of the Accademia Musicale Chigiana in Siena, where he 

taught for twenty years, is particularly noteworthy. His singular achievement as a teacher was to 

foster the particular artistic voice of each of his students, providing them with interpretive 

autonomy through his example as keyboard artist, researcher, and organologist. His students 

received a solid grounding in the technical aspects of harpsichord playing (fingering and 

articulation), familiarity with the various styles of keyboard composition (counterpoint, stylus 

phantisticus, and dance genres) and national styles, a critical understanding of source materials 

based on close examination of original material, especially contemporary pedagogical writings, and 

knowledge of the appropriate instrument for a given work. 

 

A conference dedicated to his many interests, ‘Autour du clavier d’autrefois: The Legacy of Kenneth 

Gilbert’, held at McGill University in 2012, highlighted the breadth and depth of his interests. The 

collection of essays from the conference, published in Perspectives on Early Keyboard Music and 

Revival in the Twentieth Century (edited by Rachelle Taylor and Hank Knox, Ashgate Historical 

Keyboard Series, Routledge, 2018), pays homage to all facets of his activities and offers a 

comprehensive overview of his many and varied contributions to the early music revival. (A 

paperback edition has just been released.) 

 

He received numerous awards for his work, including Honourary Doctorates from McGill University 

and the University of Melbourne, the Austrian Cross of Honour for Science and Art,  

and was made an honorary member of the Royal Academy of Music and the Royal College of Music, 

and an Officier de l’Ordre des arts et lettres de France. He was elected a Fellow of the Royal Society of 

Canada and named an officer of the Order of Canada, the highest Canadian civilian award. 

 

I am one of many who have been marked by his influence. Some four and a half decades ago, when 

I was just beginning to study harpsichord at McGill University in Montreal, my teacher, John Grew, 

invited his teacher, colleague and friend, Kenneth Gilbert, to give a series of masterclasses and a 

concert at McGill. That visit marked me profoundly. My most treasured memory of that encounter 

was the concert. The programme was devoted to Bach’s French Suites, played, as I recall, on a large 

Italian instrument he had purchased from William Post Ross. For a young student, it was a 

revelation to hear someone in full control of their craft render that music so precisely and lucidly 

and at the same time so expressively. I remember being very aware that while all the details were 

carefully thought-out and controlled, there was still room for spontaneous delights of the moment; 

there were as many pleasures for the mind as for the ear and the heart. But it was the encore that 

made an indelible impression on me. After hearing the rational delights of Bach for over an hour, 

we were offered the Grand Chaconne of Louis Couperin, and I recall finding myself so moved by the 

rich sound, luscious ornamentation and intense rhythmic sensibility that tears were running down 

my cheeks. It was the first time (and one of the very few since) that I found myself so moved by a 

performance, and I remember thinking that I wanted to learn how to make that kind of music myself 

and hoped I would be able to study with such an artist.  

 

Following my studies at McGill, I had the privilege to spend a year studying with him privately while 

he was living on the grounds of the chateau at Maintenon. I would take the train from Paris and 
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spend the day there, playing alone on the Delin or the Blanchet/Taskin, then having a long lesson. 

Years later, during a sabbatical from my own teaching position at McGill, he allowed me to record a 

CD of Frescobaldi’s keyboard works on the 1677 Italian harpsichord which was housed in the 

museum adjacent to the great Cathedral of Chartres. We had to do the recording sessions after 

business hours, which meant recording from 11 p.m. until we couldn’t keep our eyes open any 

longer. One evening, Kenneth came in to listen and ended up assisting with one of the tracks. At 

first it was somewhat intimidating to have the editor of the edition I was using and the owner of the 

harpsichord we recorded on listening intently in the recording booth. But Kenneth was a gracious 

and meticulous listener, and all of his suggestions were constructive and helpful and the final 

recording was better for his participation.  

 

During the many years when he would visit Montreal, he would come by the McGill campus to work 

in the library, to visit his instruments, or, as an Adjunct Professor at the Schulich School of Music, 

to advise graduate students. I could always count on a coffee or a meal together. I miss the 

freewheeling conversations that roamed all over the cultural landscape. Kenneth had a great 

interest in current thinking in science, politics, literature, and the arts and would offer readings or 

websites that were new to me. I feel his loss profoundly. But like so many others whose lives he 

touched, my professional and personal lives are the richer for his passage. 

Hank Knox:  Montreal, Canada 

Harpsichordist, Associate Professor: Schulich School of Music, McGill University, Montreal,  

co-editor: ‘Perspectives on Early Keyboard Music and Revival in the Twentieth Century’, Festschrift for 

Kenneth Gilbert (Routledge 2018) 

www.hankknox.com 

 

 

 

Giveon Cornfield 
As the first live artist I recorded, harpsichordist-organist extraordinaire Kenneth Gilbert occupies a 

special place in my heart.  Baroque and renaissance works, which in less gifted hands could plod 

along academically, came to life when he played.  I was fascinated by his left hand, that imparted to 

the bass-line a dance-like sparkle all its own.   Since Kenneth and I were both eager to make a 

recording, we lost no time in settling on the repertoire.  This was to be an all-Bach album: the Italian 

Concerto, Concerto in d minor (after Marcello) and the fourth Partita, in D major. The album was 

the first of nine on which were to work together over the following decade.   

 

When we began our collaboration, he was in his twenties.  He held the post of organist at the 

Anglican Church in Hampstead, an elegant residential section in West Montreal.  The acoustics of 

the church were excellent - plenty of wood, glass and open space - and we decided to record there. 

At the time, I did not yet own equipment good enough for making and editing a master tape.  I hired 

a couple of fellows in the recording business to do it for me.   I was not happy in the role of producer, 

especially since, as it turned out, neither of the “engineers” could read music.  Kenneth was well 

prepared, and the rough tape was 'in the can' in two relatively short sessions.   He played a German-

made two-manual Wittmeyer harpsichord.  It had good sound in all registers and came over well in 

concert - I had heard Ken play it a number of times.  But the boys miked it too closely, and the 

recorded sound was coarse, heavy and larger-than-life, even at a reduced playback level.  Ken was 

not too concerned about this (let's not forget he had a hearing problem).  The editing was done by 

a musical illiterate, who read a magazine while Ken was listening.  Each cut had to be supervised – 

an extremely slow and expensive process.  As I was just then recuperating from gall-bladder surgery, 

the editing fell to Ken, who gave of his time unstintingly.  The record was well-received.  The critic 

http://www.hankknox.com/
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of La Presse, Claude Gingras, even waxed enthusiastic over “the sound quality, which will set a new 

standard for harpsichord recordings... En somme, une reussite total.”  There is no accounting for taste.  

For the next recording, we decided to the first of a two-volume set, a traversal of the remaining 15 

solo keyboard concertos of Bach (the Marcello was included in the first album).  By now I had my 

own equipment, and we recorded at Ken's place on Dorchester Boulevard in Westmount, which he 

shared with Hubert Bédard, whose specialty was the restoration of antique keyboard instruments.   

 

This time, Ken had a new harpsichord, a Schütze two-manual, handmade and with a much subtler 

tone quality than the Wittmeyer. The recording had gone reasonably well, and in the editing I had 

achieved the hair-splitting feat of successfully replacing one note in a run of thirty-second notes! 

 

It was only natural for Ken to love French music. He chose Rameau as the composer for his last solo 

recording: the suites - in d and a minor - consist of short movements, many highly virtuosic. Ken 

was confident he could do them in one sitting.  All was going well, but since Hubert was unavailable 

that evening, Ken had to do his own tuning.  Around midnight, we were both wilting, and we drove 

to an all-night Jewish deli on Ste. Catharine Street. Now in my humble opinion, anyone who hasn’t 

sampled Montreal corned beef on a Kaiser roll, with coleslaw and a kosher pickle on the side, has 

not lived! That is what we had, with strong coffee. Thus restored, we returned to the salt-mines, 

and finished the recording in good time and spirits. To my ears, this is one of the most exciting 

recordings that Ken has ever made. It still sounds fresh, over a quarter-century later.  

I went to see Kenneth in hospital in Quebec the day after he had undergone pioneering surgery to 

restore his hearing in one ear.  Everything had gone according to plan, and he could suddenly hear!  

A week later, he came to dinner, beaming like that cat who swallowed the canary - he actually 

appeared taller, and was obviously walking on air. A while later, he returned to Quebec and had his 

other ear treated successfully.  

To celebrate the big event of his restored hearing, I wanted to give Kenneth a gift: a recording with 

Jean-Pierre Rampal. That, I felt, would really put Ken on the Map. By this time I had released three 

albums with Rampal. What’s more, the project grew into two albums: one of sonatas for flute and 

harpsichord, the second of trios. This included Mario Duschenes on recorder and second flute. I can 

only imagine how Ken felt about this. Outwardly, he showed little emotion - that cool Scots heritage 

- but I know how I would have felt in his shoes! Both albums were recorded in two days. Rampal, 

who hardly ever plays a wrong note, inspired those working with him to do their best. Not 

surprisingly, there was very little editing. Most movements were done in straight takes. It was 

mostly a matter of choosing those the artists preferred - having done two of each at my insistence 

- for safety’s sake.  

Kenneth’s trips abroad became more frequent as his career developed. Eventually, he and Hubert 

moved to France, where they settled in a château outside Paris. I wish I could say that we kept in 

touch, but the truth is that Kenneth - and he was the first to admit it - was the world’s worst 

correspondent. Our last communication was a letter from Chartres, to where he had moved. After 

apologizing for being such a nomad, he went on to fill us in about his teaching activities (Stuttgart 

and the Salzburg Mozarteum). There were many new and exciting recording projects. He was also 

at that time being considered, following Veyron-Lacroix’s retirement from the Paris Conservatoire, 

to fill his post.  

I always knew that Ken’s heart was in the right place. He wrote in conclusion:  

“So the great records adventure is about to end; you certainly have a lot to look back on, and be proud 

of. As I get to know more about the record industry and its history, the odds against what you 

accomplished in the 25 years or so of activity become ever more evident, and it will be forever to your 
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credit that you’ve managed so much good work. To say nothing of the discovering of young artists and 

helping them on the way to their future, and here is where I come in. It is clear to me that you did so much 

for me in those years, just by believing in me and my playing and taking all the risks, and I would like you 

to know that I don’t forget it and that I am very grateful for the push you gave me at that critical time.”   

- extracted and edited, by kind permission of the author Giveon Cornfield, from “Note-Perfect: Thirty 

Years of Classical Music Recordings” :  

Giveon Cornfield:  Santa Barbara, California, USA 

Record producer, author of ‘Thirty Years of Classical Music Recording’: 

https://www.amazon.co.uk/gp/product/B079JYZ5LW/ref=dbs_a_def_rwt_bibl_vppi_i0 

 

 

 

Alexander Silbiger    
When one thinks of the major centres for the beginning of the early music revival, Amsterdam 

comes to mind, and Boston, and perhaps Vienna, London or New York, but not usually Montreal - 

at least not outside Canada. In fact, Montreal was a pioneer rather than a follower, not just in 

reviving the performance of early music, but also in how it went about the revival. In part this was 

due to the presence of certain institutions and individuals. Of the institutions, I should mention 

first and foremost CBC/Radio Canada, which with its support of performances and recordings, 

enabled talented young musicians and ensembles to gain professional experience and exposure over 

a prolonged period. This type of generous and enlightened support from the public sector is familiar 

enough to Europeans but was and still is hard to find south of the Canadian border. Nevertheless, 

its existence in Canada would not have brought about an unusually vibrant early music scene if it 

were not for the endeavours of a few extraordinary musicians. None among them played a more 

essential part than Kenneth Gilbert (1931–2020) and Otto Joachim (1910–2010). 

  

Kenneth was one of a group of young organists who banded together because of a shared interest 

not just in performing early music and employing historical performance practices, but also in 

promoting the construction of and performances on organs modelled on historical instruments. The 

name Otto Joachim may be less familiar today. Joachim was a violist originally from Düsseldorf, who 

after the advent of the Third Reich, fled to the Far East, along with his cellist brother Walter. The 

Joachim brothers settled in Shanghai, one of the few places in the world accepting Jewish refugees, 

where their musical talents became a cultural asset to the Chinese community. Among Walter’s 

cello pupils was a high school student by the name of John Hsu, who eventually moved to the States, 

where he became a leading performer on the baroque cello and viola da gamba. and who in 1971 

made a recording of the three Bach viola da gamba sonatas with none other than Kenneth Gilbert. 

  

But let me get back to the Joachim brothers who in 1949 immigrated to Canada and became 

important figures in the musical life of Montreal. Both brothers performed many years with the 

Montreal Symphony and both taught at McGill University and other institutions. Otto in particular 

contributed significantly in many areas, as composer of avant-garde and electronic music, as 

instrument maker (including a small meantone organ), and as founder of the Montreal Consort of 

Ancient Instruments. During the early 1960s this ensemble made a series of recordings of fifteenth- 

and sixteenth-century music with the Montreal Bach Choir and the Petit Ensemble Vocal, both 

directed by George Little. These recordings received international distribution and acclaim, in part 

because of the high level of professionalism in a field still dominated by amateur efforts, in part 

because the seriousness of its approach and programming, based on historical research, and 

disdaining gimmicks and chestnuts. The organist of the Montreal Consort, who also doubled on viol, 

was Gian Lyman.  Gian was an exact contemporary, as well as friend and colleague of Kenneth, and 

https://www.amazon.co.uk/gp/product/B079JYZ5LW/ref=dbs_a_def_rwt_bibl_vppi_i0
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formed part of that band of young Turks of the baroque organ revival. After graduating from McGill 

in 1954 with degrees in organ and composition, she remained at the university for the next ten years  

 

teaching piano, organ, and theory. She also was active as choir director, church organist, and 

recitalist, and became one of the most prominent organists in the Montreal area, with frequent 

recitals on CBC/Radio Canada. While still a student at McGill, Gian had taken up the viola to fulfil 

a secondary-instrument requirement. Her instructor was Otto Joachim, and when some years later 

Joachim formed the Consort of Ancient Instruments, he invited her to join the ensemble on the 

viola da gamba. Through the following years she became more and more captivated by that 

instrument, and eventually decided to turn her back entirely on her organ career in order to fully 

devote herself the viol.  

 

I first met Gian at an early music summer workshop in Vermont. Before long we decided we wanted 

to continue seeing each other, even though she lived in Montreal and I in Boston. We began visiting 

each other in our respective hometowns, beginning with my trip to Montreal in the fall of 1963. 

Gian planned an itinerary for me to get to know the city, which was new to me. It included a visit to 

the recently installed von Beckerath tracker-action organ at Queen Mary Road church, built at 

Kenneth's instigation. For this purpose, she took me to meet him in his apartment. He proved a 

generous host and played a little for us on his Schütze harpsichord. He was quite proud of it, but 

coming from the city of Frank Hubbard and William Dowd I was not that much taken by the 

instrument.  However, when he took us to Queen Mary Road church to hear its new organ, I had 

quite a different reaction. This was a truly thrilling instrument, which opened up new prospects for 

the Baroque organ revival.  

  

In 1964 Gian decided to move to Boston, where in the following year we were married. After her 

move she soon established herself as the most active viol player and teacher in both the New 

England and Quebec areas. Among her many pupils were several who later would achieve 

prominence on the early music scene, including Jay Bernfeld, Sarah Cunningham, Margaret Little, 

Jane Hershey, Rosamund Morley, Margaret Panofsky, and Hopkinson Smith (whom she encouraged 

to take up the lute). Despite her move south, Gian did not abandon her Montreal ties but now 

commuted to play concerts, make recordings, and teach there. She continued her association with 

the Consort of Ancient Instruments, and also with the harpsichordist Mireille Lagacé and her 

Ensemble Couperin Le Grand, and with Kenneth, with whom she recorded the five Piéces en Concert 

of Rameau for the CBC, and supplied the “viole” parts for the pieces that called for them in his 

complete recording of the François Couperin harpsichord works. Since she did not drive, I usually 

accompanied her to these Canadian excursions, and occasionally took part in the performances. 

Unfortunately, her brilliant musical career came to a premature end when a few years later she 

developed a heart ailment that proved fatal. She passed away in April 1974. 

 

Since those years I had only a few opportunities to meet with Kenneth, since he moved to France 

and I moved to several places in the US, ending up in North Carolina, although I recall us having 

dinner together in 1990 at a Froberger conference in Montbeliard (France). We saw each other for 

the last time in 2012 at a symposium in his honour at McGill, at which time we had a chance to 

reminisce about our much-missed mutual friend and colleague Gian Lyman. 

Alexander Silbiger:  Durham, North Carolina, USA 

Musicologist, Professor Emeritus of Music, Duke University, North Carolina 

http://people.duke.edu/~lexsilb/alexander_silbiger.html 
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Élisabeth Gallat-Morin   
In 1978, I had the immense good fortune to unearth, in the archives of an historical institute in 

Montréal, the Fondation Lionel-Groulx (the former home of an eminent historian), what turned out 

to be the most voluminous known extant manuscript of French organ music from the period of King 

Louis XIV. 

 

I had some difficulty in convincing Kenneth Gilbert to come and see it during one of his stays in 

Montréal.  Too often had he been misled by the discovery of a 'precious' musical manuscript in 

someone’s attic! But I wish I could have photographed the expression on his face when he saw this 

one. We slowly turned each of the 540 pages, comprising 398 organ verses, all unknown except for 

sixteen, which turned out to be slightly modified versions of published pieces by Nicolas Lebègue. 

It became obvious to us that this discovery called for a facsimile edition, a critical edition and a 

recording; it took several years. 

 

At Maintenon we had long discussions on whether to name the manuscript, called ''Pièces d’orgue'', 

Le Livre d’orgue de Jean Girard, after the humble Sulpician cleric, organist and school teacher, who 

brought the manuscript to Montreal in 1724, or Le Livre d’orgue de Montreal, following the custom 

of naming a manuscript after the city where it was found. We chose the latter, since Jean Girard 

neither composed nor copied the music. 

 

I was privileged to work with Kenneth Gilbert on the critical edition. For several years, I would show 

up at his harpsichord summer masterclasses with a new pile of transcriptions. Nothing escaped his 

keen eye and his editorial decisions were all informed by his extensive knowledge of the repertory. 

He very graciously placed my name next to his on the cover of the modern edition, although I was 

mainly the scribe, in addition to the historical research on the manuscript. The edition is now out 

of print but it was made available by Bibliothèque et Archives nationales du Québec (BAnQ) in free 

access on-line at http://bibnum2.banq.qc.ca/bna/livreorgue, together with the facsimile edition and 

excerpts played by Kenneth Gilbert. 

 

I must digress in order to mention his masterclasses, often an immersion for a week or two in the 

work of a composer such as d’Anglebert or Bach’s Well Tempered Clavier. I wish I had recorded his 

comments on the music played, on its interpretation; it would have made a fine book. Not all 

excellent performers are able to express themselves so eloquently in words.  Unfortunately, apart 

from the prefaces to his editions of music, Kenneth Gilbert wrote very little. 

 

At the same time as I discovered the manuscript of the Livre d’orgue de Montréal, John Grew, 

professor at McGill University in Montreal, was planning the building of one of the first organs in 

North America in the French classical style since the 18th century; none of the organs from the 

French Régime had survived. At the 1981 symposium, during which the Helmuth Wolff organ was 

inaugurated, I presented the Livre d’orgue de Montréal and Kenneth Gilbert, as he liked to say, was 

the first to play this music in the 20th century. 

 

During my research on the manuscript, I wanted to learn as much as possible on the situation of 

organs in New France. A letter from a canon of the chapter of the Québec cathedral mentioned a 

contract, to be signed before a notary in Paris with organ builder Robert Richard for a new organ for 

the Québec cathedral.  The contract I found at the Minutier central des notaires gives a detailed 

description of the organ. Installed in 1753, this 10-stop one manual organ (with divided stops) and 

pull-down pedal was silenced by the bombs of the Siege of Québec by the British six years later. 

http://bibnum2.banq.qc.ca/bna/livreorgue
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Since we had the original contract, Kenneth Gilbert hoped we might rebuild the organ for the 400th 

anniversary of the foundation of Québec. It took time to raise the necessary funds and the organ 

was inaugurated only the following year, in 2009. He discovered that Augustin, the grandson of 

Étienne Gilbert, his first ancestor to settle in the Québec region, was married in the Québec 

cathedral. It is unlikely that the organ would have been played at his wedding, but we like to think 

that he would have heard it when he escorted his fiancée to Sunday Mass. 

Élisabeth Gallat-Morin:  Montreal, Canada 

Musicologist, specialist in the history of music in Canada under the French regime 

https://www.thecanadianencyclopedia.ca/en/article/livre-dorgue-de-montreal-emc 

 

 

 

Hubert Laforge  The following is taken from a Testimony given at the Kenneth Gilbert 

tribute concert on September 27th, 2020 in the Chapel of the Musée de l'Amérique francophone 

in Québec City; Pierre Bouchard performed on the Hubert Laforge '1733' harpsichord, and 

Benjamin Waterhouse on the Juget-Sinclair organ '1753' 
 

Kenneth Gilbert, harpsichordist and organist, critical editor, exceptional teacher and pioneer of the 

revival of the authentic harpsichord and organ, passed away, as discreetly as he had lived, in Quebec 

on the evening of Wednesday April 15th, 2020.  Suffering from Alzheimer's disease, he was 

hospitalized in a residential care centre in Québec, under the vigilant care of Maurice Decker.  My 

wife Florence and I visited him with a certain regularity.  He was very sensitive and nostalgic about 

memories of times gone by, easily bursting into tears, for example in front of certain readings that 

we would bring him.  Although in relatively good physical health until the end, he was struck down 

by severe pneumonia, most probably due to Covid-19. 

 

Our first encounters date back to the 1960s as part of the initiatives for the return to the old style 

of keyboard instruments, around the workshops of Frank Hubbard in Boston, that of Hubert Bédard 

in Paris and my modest achievements in Montreal and then in Quebec. It was us that Kenneth 

suggested Scott Ross to contact when he succeeded him in 1973 in Québec.  In 2003 he asked me to 

join and finally direct the project to revive the organ of 1753 which had been destroyed during the 

siege of the city. Thanks to the Museum and the funds I have created there with Florence, a musical 

tribute was paid to him on September 27th, with Pierre Bouchard on the harpsichord and Benjamin 

Waterhouse at the organ. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Tribute Concert.  

Pierre Bouchard harpsichordist 

and organist (of Basilica Ste-

Anne-de-Beaupré) at the Op.7 

‘1733’ Laforge harpsichord, with 

Hubert Laforge, who, with the 

Museum, organised  the concert. 
(photo: Nathalie Choquette) 

 

https://www.thecanadianencyclopedia.ca/en/article/livre-dorgue-de-montreal-emc
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Kenneth's ashes were interred in Parc La Souvenance in the suburbs of Québec, not far from Neuville 

where his first ancestor Gilbert came from France at the end of the 17th century. A few  years ago I 

took him to visit the village and its church, located on the banks of the St. Lawrence, and leafed 

through the archives in which we discovered more than ten Gilbert marriages registered in the years 

of 1780. 

 

As a Postlude to the above, I would like to recall two particularities of Kenneth's life: his attachment 

to Québec and a special association we shared with a certain trio of people.  The 'Québecois' trio 

Gilbert-Ross-Bédard marked the return to the authentic harpsichord style and with whom I had the 

privilege, with my wife Florence, of having been often associated. 

 

Kenneth Gilbert, as we know, took an early interest in the original construction methods of the 

harpsichord.  At the end of the sixties, he came to observe my modest studio on rue Édouard-Charles 

in Montréal: “One day we will have to support this initiative…”, which he was to do in a 

recommendation to the Canada Council for the Arts.  He was regularly on our route, or I on his, in 

particular at the workshop of the great pioneer Frank Hubbard (1920-1976) in Boston as well as 

those of Hubert Bédard in Paris and Maintenon.  He was often welcomed at our home, sometimes 

in the company of Scott Ross. With him I was a member of the jury at the University of Montreal for 

the doctoral thesis of Gaston Ouellet on the old style and the study of the Henrichini 1706 

harpsichord. More recently Kenneth asked me to take on the direction of both the fundraising for, 

and faithful reconstruction, by Juget-Sinclair, of the 1753 organ of the N.-D. of Québec, like what 

he had observed for the old organ of the Royal Chapel of Versailles. In 2010, I obtained an honorary 

doctorate from Rector Brière of Université Laval. 

 

Scott Ross (1951-1989) completed his harpsichord studies with Kenneth Gilbert.  He was the 

inaugural recipient of the First Prize at the Bruges International Competition, for which Kenneth 

and Gustav Leonhardt were jury members. It was Kenneth, who, leaving his teaching at Université 

Laval, proposed Scott as his successor.  This marked the beginning of a friendship and a close 

relationship, with frequent stays at our home, the loan for several years of my harpsichord op.3 and 

collaboration with op.7. Scott proposed me as a member of the jury for his doctorate recognition 

and discovered or practised with us new passions such as orchids, mushrooms, crystallography and 

cooking.  After resettling in France, he had come to stay once again at our home and say goodbye to 

us three months before his untimely death in 1989. You can read the career reminder that I recently 

made of him in Mixtures at  https://issuu.com/fqao/docs/mixtures51 .   Thirty years later he is still 

there for us. But, more importantly, the adulation of which he is the object in the musical world 

does not diminish - especially in France. We can say that Kenneth's critical edition by Heugel of 

Scarlatti's 555 sonatas and the full recording of them by Scott ("Recording of the Century" according 

to Classical Music / Warner / Erato) assure, to one and to the other, musical eternity. 

 

Hubert Bédard (1933-1989) studied the harpsichord with Kenneth in Montreal. I first met him in 

Boston at Hubbard, then attended his successive workshops at the Conservatory (around the 

exceptional collection of old harpsichords by Madame de Chambure for which he was responsible 

for the restorations), then at Boulogne-Billancourt, and finally from the Maintenon castle near 

Chartres. Bédard quickly established himself as the most important specialist, as well as 

restaurateur, in Europe.  He gave me the statement of his Blanchet 1733 from the Château de Thoiry 

(west of Paris), which Scott immediately ordered me to reproduce, even working on it himself 

(donated in 2014 to the Musée de la civilisation; it's that one on the tribute photo shown above).  A  

 

https://issuu.com/fqao/docs/mixtures51
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book, yet to be published, has been written by Hubert's family.  He died a few days after Scott, in 

June 1989.  His contribution was praised by Kenneth during his tribute to Scott, given as part of a 

colloquium (alongside those of Catherine Perrin and myself) held in Nice in 1991. 

 

 

 

Hubert Bédard in Kenneth 

Gilbert’s apartment in Montréal. It 

was on this Andreas Ruckers 1646, 

loaned by William Post Ross, that 

Hubert Bédard made his one and 

only disc with the music of Louis 

Couperin and Georg Böhm.  
(photo: Léon Bédard) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Hubert Laforge:  Montreal, Canada 

Organist, harpsichord maker, former Rector of Université Laval, Quebec 

https://issuu.com/fqao/docs/mixtures42 

Kenneth Gilbert receiving an Honorary Doctorate from Université Laval in 

June 2010.  L to R: dean Paul Cadrin, Hubert Laforge, Professor Richard 

Paré, the recipient with his diploma, Florence Laforge, rector Denis Brière.  
(photo Université Laval) 

 

https://issuu.com/fqao/docs/mixtures42
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Jill Severs 
To discover Italy in the early 1950s was a revelation; a new world of warmth, beauty, colour, hope 

and optimism.  To quote Mendelssohn when he arrived there in the 1820s: “this is what I have 

been waiting for all my life…I love it, I bask in it”.  This was the impression I had as a young 

student. I had studied at the Royal Academy of Music from 1948-1952. London was still staggering 

to recover from WW2. Food was still rationed, buildings still bomb damaged and shabby. In 

contrast, Italy seemed to have recovered miraculously. 

  

To arrive in Siena, Italy’s most lovely, terracotta coloured, medieval city was like stepping back 

into the 14th century...and was surely magical. Then, to be accepted by the Accademia Chigiana to 

study harpsichord was another unexpected miracle. The Accademia Chigiana had been founded by 

Il Conte Guido Chigi Saracini in 1934. During the long years of war, it was closed but re-opened in 

the late 1940s. Many great musicians visited, taught and played there: an awe-inspiring 

procession of most of the musical pillars of the 20th century...Pablo Casals, Andres Segovia, 

Georges Enescu, Alfred Cortot, André Navarra, Gaspar Casadó...and many others. During my time 

there, I remember 15 year old Daniel Barenboim, 12 year old John Williams and a young Zubin 

Mehta...all to become great names in the music world. 

 

In 1953, the Accademia was still privately owned by Count Chigi. Harpsichord masterclasses were 

held by Maestro Ruggero Gerlin. He had been Wanda Landowska’s assistant at her home at Saint-

Leu-le Fôret, near Paris until she had to flee for her life when France was occupied in 1940. I found 

myself in a small class, alongside many future luminaries of the harpsichord world, including 

Huguette Dreyfus, Blandine Verlet and others. This was both intimidating and exhilarating. 

 

I recall that those chosen to perform in the beautiful white and gold Sala di Concerto were 

presented with an enormous bouquet of red or white carnations, supplied by the small Aladdin’s 

cave of a flower shop a few yards from the Palazzo Chigi. The scent of that little shop still hovers 

in my olfactory memory. 

 

One day in July 1954, a young Canadian joined the class. His name was Kenneth Gilbert. He had 

been studying organ in Paris. It was immediately apparent that he was a highly accomplished 

player. The moment I heard him and saw his hands on the keyboard, I knew him to be someone 

special. He was a charming, very shy young man, reserved and not one to join in student social 

activities. It was not until several years later that I got to know him really well. In the early 1960s, 

when Kenneth came to play in London for the first time and record for the BBC, he spent much of 

his time with my husband and myself. We were able to introduce him to the few instrument 

builders who were beginning to make historically informed, authentic instruments and show him 

the collection of historical, mostly English, harpsichords at Fenton House. 

 

Kenneth brought with him the beautiful harpsichord that William Dowd had made for him in 

Boston and which he left with us, for his use when he returned and for me to play in many 

concerts - a very magnanimous gesture for which I have always been very grateful. We had the 

Dowd for ten years! In 1978, when it was time to return it to Kenneth (by which time I had my own 

fine Adlam Burnett instrument), we had an exciting journey to France and then on to Maintenon 

where Kenneth lived with Hubert Bédard. We arrived at the French customs with my young son 

wrapped in blankets on the lid, to disguise the harpsichord - to avoid having to explain that we 

were not importing a stolen treasure, but merely returning a musical instrument to its owner! 

When we finally arrived at Maintenon, the huge solid wooden gates had to be specially opened to 

allow us to drive through with our precious load. We spent a few wonderful days with Kenneth and  
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with Jill Severs and her daughter, Dartington Summer School, 

August 1976    (photographer unknown) 

 

 

Hubert in their beautiful house within the precincts of the Château de Maintenon - days of music, 

talking and laughter - enjoying their unfailing warmth and hospitality. Hubert Bédard was himself 

a fine player and world authority on the restoration and building of historic instruments. He was 

also an excellent cook! 

  

Over the years, Kenneth had become a very dear friend and an enormously respected colleague. 

Concealed behind his quiet and shy exterior was a penetrating intellect, a deep musicality, a 

sensitive appreciation and understanding of his students and friends and a ready wit. He was 

always wonderful company, and - yes - there was an ego, but also a true humility. 

 

Kenneth not only shared the 

same birthday as Beethoven 

but also was afflicted with the 

same condition in his ears, an 

incipient deafness. Like 

Beethoven he began to go deaf 

in his twenties. Thanks to 

modern medicine and 

technology, he underwent a 

procedure in one ear which 

thankfully was successful. 

Then, a year or two later, the 

same for the other ear. I shall 

never forget the joyful phone 

call I received, telling me, that 

for the first time, he could 

hear “stereophonically”! It is 

poignant to think that, but for 

the vicissitudes of time and 

place, Beethoven might have 

been cured too… 

  

Kenneth was a great musician and an extraordinary human being. To realise that he has gone is 

deeply saddening. He will always be greatly missed by myself and my children, who he had known 

since they were infants. 

 

We are so fortunate that he has left us a wealth of wonderful recordings and exquisite editions of 

so many composers. Editions not only excelling in scholarship but of great clarity and accessibility 

and most beautifully printed. 

 

I can only rejoice and be thankful to have had the greatest good fortune and privilege to have 

known him and had his friendship for nearly seventy years. Dear Kenneth, he will never be 

forgotten. 
 

Jill Severs:  Great Bedwyn, Wiltshire, UK 

Harpsichordist and teacher, former Professor of Harpsichord: Guildhall School of Music and Drama, Yehudi 

Menuhin School 
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Maggie Cole 
 

Kenneth appeared in my life just at the right moment. I was studying the harpsichord with Jill 

Severs and she encouraged me to attend his masterclasses at Dartington. The experience of 

Kenneth began with a wonderful drive down to Devon with Jill at the wheel, Kenneth by her side 

and me in the back. It was a privilege to listen to them reminiscing about their meeting in Italy as 

students of Ruggiero Gerlin. Kenneth was witty and gentle during this journey except for one 

moment which later turned into a favourite catch phrase for me and Jill. We were trying to decide 

when to stop for some lunch and Jill and I disagreed with his opinion on the subject. He suddenly 

and very forcefully said “Everything will be absolutely fine as long as you both do as I say!”. 

 

Much more important was the subsequent teaching that I received and witnessed at Dartington. 

Kenneth was truly masterful in my opinion. He was invariably kind and encouraging while being 

very focused on exactly what would best help the student towards a better understanding of 

repertoire and technique. My moments at the harpsichord in this class felt like extra doors 

opening onto the world that Jill was steadily introducing me to. The diplomat in him came out one 

day when I played some of a Bach Partita from memory. Kenneth made some very helpful 

comments and then said, “and Maggie, although I understand and enjoy your desire to play from 

memory, you might want to go back to the score now and then to make sure you haven’t re-written Bach 

here and there”.  As I say, this was made in a way that didn’t crush, but deftly pointed out 

something I needed to be aware of. 

Maggie Cole:  London, UK 

Harpsichordist, fortepianist, Professor of Fortepiano: Guildhall School of Music and Drama, co-founder of 

Trio Goya 

www.johnfirth.net/maggie 

 

 

 

Carole Cerasi 
In February 1977, Kenneth Gilbert was invited to Stockholm to give a recital, a lecture and a 

masterclass. My then harpsichord teacher, Eva Nordenfelt, had lent me his recordings of Couperin, 

and I was beside myself with excitement at hearing him live and even playing for him.  

 

My first sight of him, as he walked on to the stage, was a sharp disappointment - could this short, 

unassuming, pot-bellied little man really be the artist whose recordings were a revelation? He 

looked more like an unimportant businessman - in fact I have a clear memory of him carrying a 

briefcase, which obviously he could not have done!  But as soon as the gloomy church filled with 

the sound of the harpsichord, I was enraptured by the warmth, intelligence and truth of his 

playing. A few days later, Kenneth gave a lecture, which I struggled to understand as I spoke 

practically no English at the time, but I do remember asking him a question in French during the 

break and being rather abruptly brushed aside. He then gave a masterclass in the instrument 

museum. The first piece I played to him, the A minor Allemande of Rameau’s 1728 suite, didn’t go 

particularly well, partly because Kenneth announced ‘ah, the greatest piece in the book’, which 

made me lose my nerve.  

 

We might never have crossed paths again had I not had the chance to play Couperin’s 3rd Ordre 

the next day. It must have gone better, because Kenneth suddenly seemed very friendly and asked 

if Couperin was my favourite composer. Being an awkward, nerdy and shy 14 year-old, I answered 

‘not really’. ‘But more than Scarlatti?’, Kenneth tried, encouragingly. To which I just replied that I 

http://www.johnfirth.net/maggie
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with Carole Cerasi and her daughter in Paris, June 2002 
(photo:  James Johnstone) 

 

hadn’t played much Scarlatti. Our relationship was to remain a strange mix of starts and stops, 

musical understanding but non-existent social conversation, until I grew up enough to pluck up 

the courage to see him as a human being rather than an often ungracious but awe-inspiring entity, 

and he stopped seeing me as a terribly young girl with very few social graces (he admitted to my 

parents that he couldn’t talk to children, which wasn’t entirely true - he just had to get to know 

them). My last, oddly melancholy, sight of him in Stockholm was his departure from the museum, 

trying not to slip and fall on a very icy slope, a beret at a jaunty angle on his head.  

 

From August ’77 I spent ten wonderful days each Summer at Kenneth’s course on the historical 

instruments in the Vleeshuis in Antwerp. They were some of the most inspiring weeks of my youth. 

Kenneth was a wonderful teacher, allying great musicianship with a sound rational mind, filling us 

with knowledge, and sometimes terror if a student did not meet his exacting standards, or simply 

happened to get on his nerves. He would stand by the big oak table, straighten his pencil and 

scores (it always made me think of Hercule Poirot!), and the 16th century room would resonate 

with the sound of the Dulcken and Joannes Bull harpsichords, punctuated by the bells from the 

belfry. The thrilling fact that the students were allowed to go up the ‘staff only’ winding tower 

stairs and duck under the red ropes to practise on the original harpsichords added to the feeling of 

being admitted into an immensely privileged, wonderful world. 

 

As I was too young to stay by myself in a hotel with the other students, Mrs Lambrechts-Douillez, 

the curator of the instruments at the Vleeshuis, invited me to spend the duration of the course 

with her family each year. Kenneth usually lodged at the elegant Metropole hotel, taking care not 

to bump into any students, but one Summer he decided to stay with the Lambrechts-Douillez too. 

I will never forget hearing Kenneth and Jeannine Lambrechts-Douillez, both imposing and 

sometimes terrifying personalities, playing Brahms four-hand waltzes on her grand piano, or the 

feeling of being a priestess at the altar when I was asked to serve him a gin and tonic! At that time, 

seeing Kenneth in his socks felt almost sacrilegious, so important was the role he played in my 

musical life. 
 

One life-changing consequence of 

my parents asking Kenneth for 

advice about finding a suitable 

teacher is that he recommended his 

good friend Jill Severs in London. I 

can never be grateful enough to 

Kenneth for sending me to Jill. I 

would spend a month in London 

having three lessons a week, 

preparing whatever repertoire was on 

Kenneth’s course that Summer, 

before flying to Antwerp. I remember 

standing at the bus stop near Jill’s 

house, so filled with music and 

happiness that I almost had to sing 

out loud while waiting for the 210 

bus. No wonder I felt absolutely 

bereft when I had to return to school 

in September! 
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with Jill Severs, after giving a masterclass 

at the Royal Academy of Music, June 2010 
(photo: James Johnstone) 

 

 

A few years later, having moved to London to study with Jill, it was the turn of Kenneth’s course in 

the lovely little town of Clisson, near Nantes, and then Siena, where Kenneth and Jill had first 

met. My husband and I, then freshly a couple, would occasionally bump into Kenneth in the 

narrow alleys, and be given a benevolent look - this is when he became, in our minds, ‘Uncle Ken’, 

who we always looked forward to seeing in Chartres or London throughout the coming years. He is 

very sorely missed. 

Carole Cerasi:  London, UK 

Harpsichordist, fortepianist, Professor of Harpsichord and Fortepiano: Royal Academy of Music, Guildhall 

School of Music and Drama, London, Professor of Harpsichord: Yehudi Menuhin School 

www.carolecerasi.com 

 

 
 

James Johnstone 
I first met Kenneth Gilbert at a summer course in Clisson, near Nantes. Classes with him were 

formal occasions; after he had laid out his pens and pencils in an orderly fashion on his table, he 

would invite students to play, expecting well-prepared performances. I made copious notes during 

those classes as the amount of information on text, sources and performance approach was 

inspiring. Later we met in Siena on the Chigiana course. Having once confessed to being somewhat 

bored in provincial France, Siena had a special place 

for Kenneth, not least because he had studied there 

himself with Gerlin. On one memorable occasion he 

bid farewell to us parting students from his balcony, 

high up above a Siennese street, waving benignly 

rather like the pope. We had the great privilege of 

hearing him each year perform repertoire he was 

preparing for recordings - the Goldbergs, the 

Inventions and Sinfonias, Scarlatti sonatas… 

 

Kenneth was always very generous concerning the 

use of his exceptional collection of antique 

harpsichords in Chartres. If he was at home during 

our sessions, we would visit him in his small flat. His 

living room window faced directly on to the north 

door of the cathedral - a view he described as ‘rather 

like having Beethoven 9 permanently on the record 

player’. 

 

It is particularly cruel that his illness affected his 

mind as, for all his brilliance as a performer, that 

logical, clear-thinking mind, when brought to bear 

on problems inherent in studying old musical texts, 

was one of his greatest gifts to the world of music, 

borne out by his many unsurpassed editions. 

James Johnstone:  London, UK 

Organist, harpsichordist, Professor of Early Keyboards: Guildhall School of Music and Drama, Royal Academy 

of Music, London  

www.jamesjohnstone.org 

http://www.carolecerasi.com/
http://www.jamesjohnstone.org/
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Andrew Appel, by way of a comparative reflection, writes on both Kenneth Gilbert and his 

other principal mentor, Albert Fuller:   
 

‘More different brothers than his Majesty the late king and the late Monsieur cannot be imagined, and 

yet they were very fond of each other…’     - Paris, 9 January 1716 Elizabeth Charlotte, Duchess of 

Orléans on the relationship between brothers, Louis XIV and Philippe d’Orleans 

 

First Meeting 

I met Kenneth Gilbert in the Parisian workshop and home of Claude Mercier-Ythier.  In 1970 I had 

escaped to Paris from Duke University, contacted Alan Curtis to arrange lessons, and began life as 

an adult. Alan was soon to return to California and Kenneth was riding the first high crest of his 

impressive career. Gilbert had issued his recordings of Couperin and Le Pupitre was beginning to 

publish his editions. The Royal Flemish Conservatory in Antwerp had engaged him to form a 

harpsichord class and this represented the best possible path for a promising young 

harpsichordist.  I arranged an audition and for this event we gathered in Mercier’s living room. I 

played on a Hemsch of indescribable beauty. 

 

Kenneth was quiet in demeanour. As I got to know him I would describe him as gentle but on first 

contact he seemed severe and formal. I played the 23rd Ordre of Couperin. He listened. I played 

well for a student and showed both a passion and some understanding for the music. After the 

performance and a positive word, he asked if in L’Audacieuse at a certain measure where I had a 

trill on a “c#” while holding an “a” under the ornament, if that “a” was an eighth note or a dotted 

quarter. I had to look. This was the first window into his meticulous and demanding guidance. 

 

Though I had heard Albert Fuller in 1965 in recital, I met him for the first time in 1973 in New 

York City.  I had earned my First Prize Diploma in Antwerp and was returning to New York to 

reclaim my American life after three years of living in Paris. My plan was to attend Juilliard and 

complete the American degrees. Albert lived just near Carnegie Hall in an old elegant building and 

he suggested that I meet him there to play on his instrument to accomplish the audition that 

would secure my attendance in his class.  I was now the product of a European education and used 

to the secure if highly structured decorum of the Royal Conservatory.  I rang Albert’s doorbell and 

in a moment the door opened.  Albert was standing in his underwear and energetically motioned 

me into his home with a “Come on in” gesture and left me in his wainscoted living room while he 

got dressed.  Immediately he stopped me from calling him Mr. Fuller and insisted on Albert.  I 

guess this all makes sense after you have seen someone in his Jockies…but it made me very ill at 

ease.  In a room where Albert often projected images of Fragonard’s Progress of Love murals, I 

played Couperin and Gibbons and was accepted into his class.  He gave no directives but we 

entered into conversation about things personal and cultural.  This was followed by an invitation 

to join some of his friends at the best Szechuan restaurant in New York City, my first contact with 

Chinese food as refined as La Fontaine and Couperin. Severe and formal had no place with Albert, 

but grand culture and the largest view of human accomplishment did. 

 

Teacher as Model 

I heard Albert Fuller play a recital at Hunter College in 1965 on a series devoted to 

harpsichordists.  Leonhardt played on this series and I heard both men perform.  I was not ready to 

understand the subtlety and focus of Leonhardt.  Albert’s recital of Couperin and Rameau affected 

me in the strongest way.  As I listened, I realized that I wanted to commit my own life to this 

music.  And, I wanted to do for others just what Albert Fuller was doing for me.  I was not sure I  
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wanted to do it exactly the same way, but I was completely convinced by the evening. For the 

enthusiastic and uninitiated, Albert was the most powerful advocate for his art. 

 

I heard Kenneth Gilbert play for the first time at the Vleeshuis Museum in Antwerp on the 1747 

Dulcken single in the collection. This was soon after my audition for him in Paris. He performed 

the entire Second Ordre of Francois Couperin.  I know it was beautiful playing. I know his touch 

was exquisitely subtle and sensate.  But I was left cold from the performance.  It would take a few 

lessons for me to tune in to his powers and respond to the beauty of his art.  He was not an 

advocate and seducer but a gold standard of artistry.  I soon realized that Kenneth’s playing in 

concert was a diamond for the harpsichordist and often too precious for the amateur or critic. I 

remember his performance of a D minor Scarlatti sonata played at St. Germain des Prés in Paris in a 

joint recital with Alfred Deller. His ability to suspend time with his exquisitely sensitive touch 

elevated the moment to something unforgettable and a destination to which I continue to aspire. 

 

Teaching 

Lessons with Kenneth began in September.  The class that year included John Whitelaw, Jos Van 

Immerseel and Scott Ross, all further formed as artists than I and all impressive. At the first lesson 

he asked what I had accomplished most recently with Curtis in Paris. I listed four works I set to my 

fingers over six months. Kenneth then asked me to select and prepare for the next lesson (in two 

weeks) two Scarlatti sonatas, two Frescobaldi toccatas, a pavan and galliard of Gibbons, four 

Preludes from The Art of Playing the Harpsichord and an ordre of Couperin, and two Preludes and 

Fugues from the WTC. Two weeks later I met with him for our lesson. I began with one of the 

Frescobaldi toccatas and the last page was sloppy. While playing, Kenneth’s hand covered that last 

page. He challenged me. “You know, Andrew, you are very smart and capable of doing anything 

you want. You could be a lawyer or doctor and play the harpsichord in your spare time…”  Shame 

and fury exploded in me.  He knew well what he was doing, and I met his challenge with 

committed and intense work with seven hours of practice each day on the Dulcken (hardly 

penitential).  

 

At that same lesson Kenneth noticed that my Frescobaldi toccata was indebted to the iconic, 

recorded performance of Leonhardt. Kenneth urged me to pick another as my first entrée into the 

style of the composer, adding that he could hear that I was influenced by a very famous 

harpsichordist. I agreed but added, “But Mr. Gilbert, I am working on the third Ordre of Couperin 

and I know your performance of this very well.” To which he replied, “Oh, I don’t mind when my 

students imitate me.” And there he injected his sweet playfulness that was always a part of a 

challenging few hours of a lesson. 

 

Kenneth was not interested in engaging in conversation with me about Baroque music.  He looked 

me over, sized me up, and assessed my needs.  His role was clear and he approached me like a 

good doctor.  He gave me the foundation necessary for a career in music.  He was a great teacher, 

concerned with my welfare and not with his amusement.   

 

Entering Albert Fuller’s class may well have caused him some distress. I had become a 

worshipping student of Kenneth and brought with me resistance to other influences.  Albert was a 

very “other” influence.  While Kenneth said “What.”  What is on the page?  What is the touch of 

the harpsichord?  What is the sound of the instrument and how are you working with it?.  Albert 

was “Why.”  Why are you playing this piece?  Why are you articulating in this way?  Why are you 

playing the harpsichord at all and why are you performing for people? 
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The Metropolitan Museum in New York hosted a major King Tutankhamen exhibit in the late 

1970s.  All that gold and all those jewels inspired the gay community to host events around the 

pharaoh.  Most impressive was the Paradise Garage, a dance palace in a former cavernous garage 

on the lower piers of the city.  To celebrate the exhibit, this dance hall hired the Ballet Theater of 

Harlem and advertised the most festive dance party of the year. 

 

I don’t dance.  When I do try, I become a pillar of salt.  Paralysis takes over and I become immobile 

with embarrassment and discomfort. Albert Fuller would have none of it.  We went dancing.  I 

don’t know what combination of slightly mind-altering drugs and well mixed drinks were at work, 

but first watching the stars of the Ballet Theater doing the grand entrance of Tut with Nubians 

pulling chariots and the star dancer of the company bringing us the King…the pulsating music, 

the crowds of beautiful New Yorkers, I was on the floor, dancing my head off with Albert.  The 

party ended as the sun rose, and Albert and I walked out into the streets of New York to the new 

day. 

 

Why put that event here? Because the next time I played Scarlatti I understood something about 

kinetic energy and body participation that fundamentally changed my approach.  Albert knew this 

would happen and he led me down a garden path towards greater mastery and joy in my playing.   

 

Friendships 

I could not think of returning to Paris without a pilgrimage to St. Gervais and a day with Kenneth.  

At Maintenon, Chartres, or in Paris, any trip’s highpoint included my time with him.  When in 

America I would have him as a guest in my home in New York City or Columbia County and I had 

the honour of presenting him in his New York City recital debut.  We talked together about 

everything…from sacred to profane loves and the day he asked me to call him Kenneth was a rite 

of passage. “We are colleagues now and you should call me Kenneth.” He handed me the most 

important diploma. Kenneth Gilbert was always my mentor, and then friend, for almost five 

decades but the many who were touched by his humanity, dedication, and supreme musicianship, 

for all of us, his recent passing is an event filled with loss.  He was universally loved. 

 

After Juilliard, Albert and I became more and more interwoven.  He participated in my life in the 

way a father might enjoy the progress, joys, and struggles of a son.  We continued to fight!  We 

continued to dance.  And like Albert, my view of my responsibilities towards the audience is to 

open doors of perception and open windows of understanding and pleasure into human 

accomplishment through the music we all adore.  In the years that followed his passing, some 

have noted that, in performance and in speaking from the stage, I remind them of the experience 

they had with Albert Fuller.  He was generous to me in his last will and along with his library and 

collection of engravings, I have his extensive collection of cooking tools.  It happens that even 

today when I cut onions for something I am preparing from his first edition copy of Julia Child’s 

Mastering the Art of French Cooking, and holding his knife, I have the happy sense of his hand in 

mine.   

 

Albert and Kenneth both suffered from dementia. Because the two, very different men, were so 

perceptive and intellectually vibrant, the pain of seeing them retreat into an unapproachable 

silence was keen. All their students had to say goodbye well before Albert or Kenneth died. We all 

felt the loss before the end. 
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In my heart and mind Kenneth and Albert will both be my mentor, spiritual father, and a beloved 

friend. If I make a beautiful sound on the harpsichord, I always know that the recipe for that sound  

 

is from Kenneth’s guidance. If someone loves d’Anglebert after a programme, I know Albert’s 

insistence on reaching out forces me to communicate effectively.  But the thought that they are no 

longer in our world hurts and leaves a gap, the only solace being that when I go now to play 

Couperin's 3rd Ordre from Book One, I may allow myself the feeling that both men would be proud 

of me. And I may allow the thought that I hear their musical voices singing with mine. 

Andrew Appel:  Hillsdale, New York, USA 

Harpsichordist, director: the Four Nations Ensemble  

www.fournations.org 

 

 

 

Christopher-Stembridge 
Kenneth was a guide and a friend to me for most of my working life and had a significant influence 

on some of my activities. At the Zomeracademie voor organisten in Haarlem in 1973, I crept in as 

a listener to Kenneth’s harpsichord class. That was a decisive moment in my life. I was 

mesmerised and resolved to return the next year as an active student. That meant jumping in at 

the deep end. Thanks to the small class of five, it entailed being given virtually individual tuition 

daily for three weeks – on an instrument by David Rubio, the like of which I had never touched 

before. It also proved to be a great introduction to questions of editing. Couperin’s Second Ordre 

was on the study programme; work here included explanations of decisions made by Kenneth in 

his then quite new edition which we were of course using. Froberger was studied from photocopies 

of the DTÖ edition; much time was spent copying Kenneth’s markings and observations in 

different colours into our own photocopies --- remember those dingy grey photocopies on special 

thin, glossy, flimsy paper? 

There was never anything doctrinaire about the teaching; Kenneth was a wonderful guide, eager 

to share the things he had discovered in his own work. He gave us the impression that we were all 

on the same road, he being further along it and able to show us the way. These hours in what I 

suppose was the rather grand vestry of the Groote Kerk in Haarlem saw the beginnings of a long 

friendship.  

I was sometimes able to get over to Paris to attend weekend courses that Kenneth gave in the von 

Nagel/Dowd workshop; while I seem to remember the programme on these occasions was open, 

there was an emphasis on French music. Kenneth came to play in the Holywell Music Room in 

Oxford at this period, an event which I think I helped to organise together with Howard Schott 

who was then completing his Froberger thesis. Kenneth’s d’Anglebert performance was 

memorable. I recall his amusement when he saw that the Oxford “Daily Information” sheet billed 

him simply as ‘World Famous Harpsichordist’; he was delighted to be able to send a copy of this to 

his mother.  

After attending Haarlem yet again in 1975 I went to Kenneth’s course in Provence in 1976 at 

which Frescobaldi’s Toccatas were a major feature. While I had worked at some of these at the 

organ with Tagliavini, playing them on the harpsichord was of course a different matter - and 

probably more relevant to the composer’s intentions. We struggled to understand Tagliavini’s 

recently published article in Italian on L’arte di ‘non lasciar vuoto lo strumento’, my photocopy of 

which still shows Tagliavini’s handwritten dedication to Kenneth. (The English version of 

Tagliavini’s article was to appear seven years later in Early Music (1983).)  

http://www.fournations.org/
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The following year I stopped by in Maintenon when returning from my first visit to Italy where 

Tagliavini’s Pistoia course had acquainted me with the Ascanio Mayone’s Secondo Libro di 

Capricci. I subsequently found the only extant copy of the Primo Libro in the British Library and set 

about transcribing it. When I showed it to Kenneth, he suggested that I should make an edition for 

inclusion in his Zanibon series.  

On one occasion we met in Rome during the year that Kenneth was actually living there most of 

the time. The work in hand required a conversation with our publisher Mr. Zanibon in Padua. We 

eventually found a post-office with some public telephones that did not require regular feeding on 

gettoni. There was not room for two of us in the booth; however, I was impressed, watching 

through the glass, how Italianised Kenneth had become; his gesticulations enabled me to follow 

the conversation quite well from start to finish.  

In the mid-nineties we saw a lot of each other in Siena where Kenneth taught the harpsichord 

class for many years at the Accademia Chigiana; in fact, this activity, together with his Salzburg 

position, meant that he was accessible to young – and I think also not so young - aspiring Italian 

harpsichordists for a significant period. The Italian harpsichord scene, something of a late 

development, therefore owes a lot to Kenneth’s pioneering work. In spite of the wonderful historic 

ambiance, the relevance of Siena, with the Chigiana’s original Mattia di Gand harpsichord which 

Kenneth was instrumental in getting restored and used, the harpsichord class at the Chigiana 

stood somewhat apart from the other courses which were very much in the late romantic tradition. 

(I remember Kenneth being slightly irritated at the criticism that his students did not, like the 

pianists, perform from memory at their final concert.) I was lucky to be teaching in Siena myself 

for three years during this period – of course the harpsichord professor had something to do with 

promoting the idea that early organ music should also be on the menu; Siena boasts several fine 

16th-century organs. Kenneth and I lived in rather spectacular apartments in the same splendid 

house just below the cathedral and occasionally met for meals together and to listen to and 

discuss, amongst other things, quite different music to that we were teaching, in particular 

recordings of Elgar conducting his own music with all that rubato which might be not so totally 

removed from Frescobaldi’s ideas of performing toccatas.  

On the eve of the new century Kenneth visited me in Cambridge where I was based for a year - he 

was visiting professor at the Royal Academy of Music in London at the time - to discuss the 

projected new Bärenreiter Frescobaldi edition. We agreed to take it on, working as a team. 

Inevitably Kenneth was busy with other things - including Oiseau Lyre - and most of the work fell 

onto my plate. However, his readiness at almost any moment to discuss, advise, argue, help and 

support was invaluable. Computers made it possible for us to work at a distance. One field in 

which I am appallingly ignorant and in which Kenneth was really an expert is that of computers. 

He was a “DOS”-man and understood all the strange backstage movements that are hidden behind 

the Windows façade. He was enormously helpful to me when things went wrong at my end, 

sending me files to install and patiently explaining what I was to do with them. When I last went 

to Montreal for the summer school, Kenneth made sure I brought my little laptop so that he could 

show me exactly how to reset it. When I subsequently decided to make life easier by changing to 

'Apple' I earned a generous portion of polite scorn - not entirely unjustified since I had problems 

with getting some Bach Font types to work properly - and of course Kenneth was ready to help as 

usual. Sadly, the state of his health meant that for the last years we were never in touch.  But he is 

somehow still with me as I continue with the Frescobaldi edition. 

Christopher Stembridge:  Pfitsch, Italy 

Organist, harpsichordist, editor of early keyboard works: Zanibon, Barenreiter  

www.christopherstembridge.org 

http://www.christopherstembridge.org/
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with Jory Vinikour & Jacques Ogg in 1999 for 

the Prague Spring International Competition 
(photo: Ketil Haugsand) 

 

Jory-Vinikour 

I often think back to my first meeting with Kenneth Gilbert. This was in the castle town of Clisson, 

near Nantes, on 17 July, 1989. On the eve of his weeklong masterclass, Kenneth presented an 

unforgettable solo recital. If Kenneth’s reputation had been somewhat academic, even dry, this 

recital seemed to refute that from beginning to end. Playing from memory, Kenneth performed 

works of Louis Couperin (a magisterial account of the great C Major Passacaille), Bach, Handel, 

Duphly (La Félix and the Chaconne). 

This evening was a watershed moment in my musical life. For those who have only heard Kenneth 

on recording, the feeling of passion and spontaneity was utterly overwhelming. His “oneness” 

with the harpsichord was awe-inspiring. 

 

The following day, our lessons began. Although Kenneth was not particularly interested in 

addressing technical issues in each individual’s performance, the wealth of information proffered 

was a genuine treasure trove of practical 

applications of historic precepts, filtered 

through his remarkable intellect and 

musicality (This might be doubly true of 

everything concerning French music). By 

the end of the week, I knew that I wished to 

continue my studies with Kenneth. After 

returning to New York at the end of the 

summer, I prepared scholarship 

applications, and was accepted as a 

Fulbright scholar to study harpsichord with 

Kenneth, and with Huguette Dreyfus (1928-

2016). Kenneth encouraged me to risk 

auditioning for postgraduate studies (Cycle 

de perfectionnement) at the Paris 

Conservatory, a risk which proved fruitful. 

 

Although near retirement at this point, I felt privileged beyond measure to be Kenneth’s student 

and friend. If the musical knowledge I acquired from Kenneth remains precious, his professional 

advice was no less remarkable.  Once Kenneth retired from formal teaching, after many years, at a 

handful of the most prestigious conservatories in Europe, he basically withdrew from teaching in 

any circumstance. He told me, though, that we were to continue to see each other always, as 

friends and “colleagues.”  Briefly summarising two decades of friendship, we would see each other 

at least twice a year, invariably at La Terrasse du 7e, just at the Place d’École Militaire. Our 

meetings were fabulous catch-up sessions, and I found Kenneth’s erudition - and his elfin sense of 

humour - to be a highlight in my life. 

 

Early in 2013, knowing that I would be in Paris, I wrote to Kenneth to arrange a lunch date. 

Outside the Terrasse, I found Kenneth, looking a bit lost and worried. I greeted him, and was met 

with a relieved, “Jory! I was so worried not to recognise you.” I tried to push away concerns, and 

we had a truly enjoyable lunch together. Within two weeks of this, I received a letter from 
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Kenneth, proposing that we get together, as if we hadn’t seen each other shortly before. Now 

genuinely worried, I accepted his invitation. Although in a jolly mood, the first words he spoke 

were, “Jory, I’m losing it!” Nonetheless, we enjoyed our meeting. 

 

I was housing a very early 19th century fortepiano (Rönisch, 1805, according to my e-mail records) 

belonging to Kenneth. I had overseen the restoration of the instrument, travelling to Belfort in 

Kenneth’s stead to see the finished product, and accepting to house it (Kenneth’s apartment was 

beyond filled with harpsichords).  Kenneth asked to come and visit me to hear the piano, before I 

was to have it moved into storage for him. I was profoundly uncomfortable with the idea of 

Kenneth traveling from the very chic 7e arrondissement to the de cuddly unchic neighbourhood of 

the 20e arrondissement where I lived at the time. He flatly refused that I come to his place to bring 

him, and pointed out that the voyage was, in fact, a simple bus ride, more or less door to door. 

Kenneth arrived at my place just as planned. I showed him my new Taskin copy, by Tony 

Chinnery, Kenneth’s friend of many years. Then, at his behest, I played pieces of Haydn and 

Mozart at the fortepiano. Kenneth categorically did not wish to play himself. I served him tea, we 

spoke. I knew, I think, that I wouldn’t see him again. I brought him to the bus stop, insisting that 

he call when he arrived home. 

 

Reflecting on the past, while writing these words, I count myself as fortunate to have known 

Kenneth as a professor, and as a friend. His importance in the 20th century history of the 

harpsichord will not be diminished, nor will his presence in my memory. 

Jory Vinikour:  Paris, France 

Conductor, harpsichordist, co-founder: Great Lakes Baroque 

www.joryvinikour.com 

 

 

 

Olivier Baumont  
I had the privilege to study with some of the greatest harpsichord masters: among them, Huguette 

Dreyfus of course, and Kenneth Gilbert. Both were, are, dear to my heart. I met Kenneth for the 

first time in Geneva in 1978. I was a young harpsichordist and sort of a fan of great musicians. I 

went to his concert in the beautiful hall of the Geneva Conservatoire. He played twelve Preludes 

and Fugues by Bach from the Second Book. After the recital, I brought my programme to have it 

dedicated. Kenneth didn’t seem very interested in fans… but when I showed him the First 

Harpsichord Book by Couperin, which he had published for Heugel Edition in Paris, he said 

immediately: “Ha! That’s more serious”. I obtained a beautiful signature which is still on my book 

ever since this time.  Then, in 1981, after my First Prize at the Paris conservatoire in the class of 

Robert Veyron-Lacroix, I attended a masterclass with Kenneth in Annecy. I remember I played for 

him the First Harpsichord Book by Michel Corrette, the great Chaconne in G major by Handel and 

several Louis Couperin pieces. I was immediately impressed by his amazing artistic culture and by 

a huge understanding of baroque music, and especially the organ and harpsichord repertoires.  

 

Before the recording of my first CD in 1982 (it was Michel Corrette), I played this programme for 

Kenneth in the Musée du Conservatoire (when it was based in the Rue de Madrid in Paris). I played 

the beautiful historical instrument by Jean-Claude Goujon that I had chosen for the recording. 

Kenneth encouraged me very much, he was so benevolent and… at the same time he was so 

demanding… Of course, the result was revealed after the lesson: I made a lot of progress, and was 

very inspired to practice for hours and hours…  

 

http://www.joryvinikour.com/
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at the International Harpsichord Competition, Paris, 1976. left to right: Huguette Dreyfus, 

Robert Veyron-Lacroix, János Sebestyén, Gustav Leonhardt, Ruggero Gerlin, and KG 
(photographer unknown) 

 

 

In 1985, at the Strasbourg Conservatoire, I did what we call in France “le troisième cycle” which 

comes after your First Prize in Paris. There, I studied the Well-tempered Clavier with Kenneth (the 

complete first book) and a lot of Froberger pieces. My lessons usually took place in his flat in 

Chartres, just in front of the cathedral. 1985 was the anniversary of Bach's birth, and for this 

occasion Kenneth published a wonderful recording of the Well-tempered Clavier for Archiv 

Produktion.  It is still my favourite version.  It’s a reference for me every day…  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In 1988, the Paris Conservatoire appointed Kenneth Gilbert after Robert Veyron-Lacroix’s 

retirement. I won’t say here what I have written twice in the past about the teaching of Kenneth in 

Paris. An article was published in the 'Perpectives on early music and revival in the Twentieth century' 

edited by our friends Rachelle Taylor and Hank Knox, as you all know.  The article is in English 

and there is a French version of it in La revue du Conservatoire - easily found on the website of the 

Paris Conservatoire.  

 

Then, gradually, we became closer, Kenneth and I. We did a wonderful tour in USA in 1991 with 

Davitt Moroney and Andrew Appel, and playing the harpsichord concertos by Bach in New York 

and Yale… One evening, in a restaurant in New York, Kenneth asked me to use “tu” and not 

“vous”. And it was rather difficult for me at first… 

 

At this time, Kenneth and I shot a movie which is still available online. And it’s quite a hit on 

Youtube!  (the reader can find the link to this at the end of this edition: Ed.)  It is a lesson about 

Bach and mostly François Couperin. I began at this moment the recording of the François 

Couperin's complete harpsichord works. And after that, over the next few years, Kenneth was 

extremely generous and took time to hear me before each CD, from 1991 to 1995. I will never 

forget that…  
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filming "Les leçons particulières de musique" with Olivier Baumont 

 (copyright: Michel Follin) 

 

In 2001, Kenneth was on 

the jury when I applied for 

the vacant harpsichord 

professorship at the Paris 

Conservatoire. It’s still an 

honour to have succeeded 

him in this institution. 

Year after year, Kenneth 

was extremely attentive to 

my class and he helped me 

a lot in the ways I’d like to 

teach. 

 

Kenneth was also very 

generous with his 

historical instruments and 

he gave a lot of young 

harpsichordists the chance 

to record several of the 

most beautiful keyboards 

in the world.  

 

When he was in Paris until 2014, I had regular dinners with him every week. I will never forget 

these amazing meetings, his extraordinary intellect (probably the most impressive I’ve ever 

known in my life) and his precious friendship! 

 

And… a final memory… I saw Kenneth for the last time in February of this year. I saw him with his 

partner Maurice Decker.  I had played a recital in Quebec on a Sunday afternoon, the 9th of 

February, after which I went to his retirement home.  It’s no secret, we all know that Kenneth had 

Alzheimer’s disease, and I wasn’t sure he recognized me at the beginning of our meeting. But - 

and I will finish with this - at the end of the afternoon, we came in his room where he had an 

electronic keyboard. We placed on the desk for him the score of the Bach Partitas, opened at the 

Fantasia of the Third Partita.  And… Kenneth, who was so lost mentally, played it perfectly, 

turning the pages himself.  He knew exactly where he was in the score. And of course, we 

applauded a lot at the end, and he was so happy with his success… That’s the last and extremely 

touching memory which I will keep preciously in my mind and my heart.  Thank you.     

Olivier Baumont:  Paris, France 

Harpsichordist, Professor of Harpsichord, Conservatoire National Supérieur de Musique et de Danse, Paris  

www.olivierbaumont.fr 

 

 

 

Luc Beauséjour Translated from the French by Seán McCutcheon 
Some anecdotes: 

The harpsichord competition After the final round of an international harpsichord competition at 

which I was a competitor and Kenneth Gilbert a member of the jury, I ran into several judges and 

asked them for comments. One of them explained to me that playing well required balancing a 

triangle of forces: the intellect, the heart, and sheer physical strength. A few moments later I was  

http://www.olivierbaumont.fr/
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able to speak to Monsieur Gilbert. His comments were sensible, clear, and constructive. ‘Have you 

asked other jury members?’ he asked me. ‘Yes,’ I said. He was curious to know what I had been 

told, so I reported the other judge’s comment about the relationship between intellect, heart, and 

strength… Kenneth Gilbert remained silent for a few seconds and then said, ‘You know, Luc, you 

shouldn’t trust theories like that.’ 

 

The recordings When you are starting a career and considering making your first recording, the 

question of what to record arises. ‘You know, Monsieur Gilbert, I find it difficult to decide what 

should be on my first disc.’ ‘Well, Luc, the answer shouldn’t be too complicated. You just have to 

record what you love.’ After the release of my first recording, Kenneth Gilbert asked me the 

following question: ‘Luc, do you know which disc is the most difficult to make?’ ‘No,’ I answered. 

‘The hardest is the second one.’ 

 

The fee One day, Kenneth and I 

were sitting comfortably having 

a drink and chatting in the 

lobby of a hotel in Rimouski, 

Quebec. The subject of fees 

came up. ‘Luc, do you know 

what your minimum fee is?’ 

‘No,’ I answered.  ‘Well, your 

minimum fee is the best you’ve 

been paid so far in your career. 

That’s the baseline.’ 

 

At the music library One day, 

after a rehearsal, I went with 

Kenneth to the music library at 

McGill University. He looked at 

me and said: ‘You can never be 

bored here.’ He had brought 

with him a folder with several 

printed sheets. ‘I’ve got to slip these into a couple of volumes I edited to correct some little 

errors,’ he whispered in my ear. ‘Someone will find them useful someday.’ I saw him take some 

volumes off the shelves and discreetly insert his helpful corrections. 

 

The scenic route For a decade, from the early 1990s to the early 2000s, Kenneth taught every year 

in Rimouski, Quebec, a city on the Saint Laurence river some six hours by road from Montreal. I 

was a young professor then, and I would bring my students to his classes at what was then called 

the Académie internationale d’orgue et de clavecin. They were, for me, invaluable lessons in music 

and pedagogy. At the end of one busy week, I had the pleasure of taking Kenneth back to 

Montreal. After driving for 10 minutes, we came to a junction. ‘Monsieur Gilbert,’ I asked, ‘would 

you prefer the scenic route or the highway?’ ‘Basically, all roads are scenic,’ he answered. So, I 

opted for the highway. 

Luc Beauséjour:  Montreal, Quebec 

Harpsichordist, organist, founder: Clavecin en Concert 

www.clavecinenconcert.com 

 

 

KG with Luc Beauséjour after a concert at the Académie 

internationale d'orgue et de clavecin, Rimouski, Quebec 
(photographer and year unknown) 

 

http://www.clavecinenconcert.com/
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Emer Buckley 
I vividly remember the series of masterclasses by Kenneth Gilbert which I attended at the William 

Dowd workshop in Paris towards the end of the 1970s. At that time the Dowd workshop was very 

much “the place to be”, attracting a whole new generation of aspiring harpsichordists - French of 

course, but also from countries like Romania, Israel, and in my case, Ireland. 

 

Kenneth’s first class was on the subject of French music and it is no exaggeration to say that it was 

a revelation to me and I think to all the participants. Suddenly, abstract notions such as notes 

inégales were given credible musical applications. Kenneth’s sharp, analytical mind meant that 

nothing was left to mere instinct. Years spent preparing new editions of French music and the 

information gleaned in various treatises had enabled him to develop a convincing, historically 

informed approach to the harpsichord repertoire. During all these classes Kenneth shared his 

knowledge with great generosity. His teaching was always respectful of the student, never 

humiliating, and always encouraging people to find a way to reach their own musical goals. 

 

I later had the privilege of playing several concerts on two harpsichords with Kenneth. Here there 

was no teacher-student relationship, but merely two colleagues trying to do their best to serve the 

music they loved, in particular a two-harpsichord arrangement he had made of Brandenburg 4 

which we particularly enjoyed playing. One of my most human memories of Kenneth was the fun 

we had walking through the red-light district of Hamburg after one such concert, desperately 

looking for somewhere to get a decent meal with our by then very French notions of what a decent 

meal should be! 

 

I will always be grateful to Kenneth for all he taught me. He will be remembered with respect and 

affection by a whole generation of harpsichordists. 

Emer Buckley:  Paris, France 

Harpsichordist  

https://toccataclassics.com/artist/emer-buckley/ 

 

 

 

Stéphane Béchy 
Kenneth Gilbert was a master. A master whom I have only met a few times at concerts, and also 

through having attended a masterclass. Of course, he was a great teacher, a musicologist-

musician, to whom we owe many precious editions, but I especially remember Kenneth the 

performer. There are several ways to touch the harpsichord. He served the music with modesty 

and with the mastery of an expressiveness that was never overwhelmed by excessive feelings. 

Thus, he enhanced the works he recorded, for example when I think of Couperin's complete works 

and Bach's Well-Tempered Clavier which were my constant companions. 

 

I can hear in his art of interpreting this rien de trop - "nothing too much" - as inscribed on the 

pediment of the temple of Delphi. Thus, he has embodied the French ideal of artistry to the very 

highest degree. His playing, his sense of touch, will remain through his recordings, as guides to all 

those who love the harpsichord, who resolve to transcend easiness and facility, and devote 

themselves to it.  

Stéphane Béchy:  Paris, France 

Organist, harpsichordist, Artistic Director: "La Dive Musique" festival of ancient music, Seuilly. 

http://stephanebechy.typepad.com 

https://toccataclassics.com/artist/emer-buckley/
http://stephanebechy.typepad.com/
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Robert Woolley 

Kenneth occupied a unique position as a performer, teacher and editor, bringing his formidable 

knowledge, acute intelligence and meticulous attention to detail to each of these spheres.  

 

On first encounter Kenneth could seem a little shy and reserved, even formal, but on renewed 

acquaintance he became more approachable, and became a most warm and generous teacher, 

friend and colleague.  

 

Among Kenneth's notable recordings are Bach's Goldberg Variations, where he demonstrated his 

theory that most of the variations are based on French dance forms.  His recording of Purcell 

Suites was made on the newly restored 1689 harpsichord by Antoine Vaudry in the V&A.  His 

editions ranged from Frescobaldi toccatas through to sonatas by Antonio Soler, including ground-

breaking editions of the complete works of Couperin, Rameau and Scarlatti.  When Emilia Fadini's 

Scarlatti edition followed Kenneth's, he modestly remarked that his was an edition for the 1970s 

and Fadini's edition is for the 1980s! 

 

At a time when much about C17 and C18 keyboard music was misunderstood and strongly 

propounded, yet often unreliable, opinions were rarely supported by facts, Kenneth's clear and 

logical thinking clarified many thorny or obscure areas. He would argue points cogently and 

lucidly - encouraging us to always support conclusions with solid evidence.  For instance, Kenneth 

dispelled the commonly held view that inegalité should only be applied to scalic patterns through 

reference to the French-influenced keyboard music of Purcell and Blow, where arpeggiated 

patterns are often notated in dotted rhythms to show English keyboard players how to play in the 

French style. 

 

Kenneth became established in the UK from early in his career, and his sonorous William Dowd 

French double became a novel and welcome presence on London concert platforms, at a time 

when solid 'modern' harpsichords with their neutral timbre and lack of resonance were the norm. 

A particularly inspiring concert was Kenneth's Queen Elizabeth Hall recital, where he paired two 

outstanding suites of the high Baroque - Bach's 4th Partita in D and Couperin's Ordre 10ème in D.  

For this recital Kenneth played the magnificent 1636 Ruckers-Hemsch harpsichord which was lent 

by Michael Thomas and is now part of the Cobbe Collection. 

 

Kenneth's classes at the Vleeshuis Antwerp, and later at Dartington Summer School, were a 

magnet for young players, providing a valuable meeting point and a focus for Kenneth's deep 

understanding of the performance of 18th century keyboard music, and in Antwerp offering the 

experience of classes and performances on original harpsichords by Dulcken and Bull and a 

muselaar virginals by Couchet.  The course I attended focused on works by Sweelinck, Couperin 

and Froberger - for which Kenneth brought and discussed the proofs of the new Heugel edition. 

 

Later, I invited Kenneth to become a Visiting Professor at the Royal College of Music, where he 

made eagerly awaited visits and gave memorable classes to the new generation of players.  

Afterwards, discussions continued over drinks in the convivial atmosphere of the '99' or at Daquise 

Polish Restaurant.   For each visit, Kenneth would produce an exciting new edition with a flourish 

from his neat and compact suitcase.  

Robert Woolley:  London, UK 

Harpsichordist, Professor of Harpsichord, Clavichord and Continuo: Royal College of Music, London, co-

founder: The Purcell Quartet 

https://www.rcm.ac.uk/hp/professors/details/?id=01449 

https://www.rcm.ac.uk/hp/professors/details/?id=01449
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at the Accademia Musicale Chigiana in Siena, July 1993 

with Massimo Berghella, Katharine May and Jill Severs 
(photographer unknown) 

Katharine May 
I was lucky enough to have studied with Kenneth Gilbert at the Accademia Musicale Chigiana in 

Siena from 1990 to 1994. Two weeks of intensive classes in July enabled participants to enrol for 

an additional week around Easter time the following year. They were extremely formative years 

for me on several fronts: foremost was the opportunity to play to and be listened to by one of the 

world's greatest harpsichordists, an experience that was initially terrifying, especially as I was 

relatively young.  

 

Kenneth always commanded 

huge respect from the course 

participants and on his 

entering the room to begin a 

class, we would all 

immediately fall silent as we 

wondered which one of us 

would be chosen to begin. 

Thereafter we would play in 

strict rotation, with our 

Maestro always giving us 

equal time. My first 

impressions were of a gentle, 

softly spoken gentleman, 

fluent in many languages and 

always speaking to each 

participant in their native 

tongue, translating into 

Italian for the benefit of the 

majority (though that initially 

excluded me). He always 

listened very intently, deep in concentration and often allowed pieces to be heard in their entirety. 

This enabled us to get the full measure of the player and the work being performed - an example 

of his generosity with time, and politeness and patience to each of us who had put in some 

considerable practice time prior to the course. One of my most cherished memories are the 

compliments he paid to me when bumping into him in the corridor some hours after I'd played the 

entirety of Bach's English Suite No 1 without any interruption. Kenneth had of course many words 

of musical wisdom and knowledge to impart and I have copious notes on many pieces from our 

repertoire. He was never dogmatic in his approach and would listen with interest and curiosity to a 

variety of interpretations, allowing the personality and ideas of the player to take hold, and only 

suggesting alternatives if an interpretation didn't work or could be beneficially adjusted musically. 

He also actively encouraged student's own scholarship - I remember that a particular Italian girl 

(who I'm still in touch with) had researched extensively into the music of Antonio Draghi, and 

Kenneth made time for her to share at some length her knowledge and interest.  

 

Kenneth would of course always give a solo recital at the Chigiana as part of the Sienese Music 

Festival. As his performances in the UK were relatively rare, this was a wonderful opportunity to 

hear him play in a country where I feel he had a particular affinity. His performances were always 

commanding, scholarly, sensitive and totally absorbing to the listener, and his transcriptions of 

some of du Vieux Gaultier's lute music made a particular impression on me. Another aspect of 

Kenneth which was hugely appreciated was his willingness to join us for social gatherings, be it for 
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at the Accademia Musicale Chigiana in Siena, July 1993 

KG with Jill Severs (photographer unknown) 

a group meal in town or an end-of-course party. As a reciprocal gesture he would invite us all to 

his apartment where, from his terrazzo we had stunning views of the Sienese roof tops. On one 

particular warm, serene Tuscan evening, I remember we had gathered at the shared apartment of 

some of the students for a veritable Italian feast al fresco under the stars, to the accompaniment of 

a myriad of crickets and 

Hopkinson Smith playing 

some of du Vieux 

Gaultier's exquisite lute 

music (on CD) to which 

Kenneth simply said 

''Magico!''  It was a good 

feeling to be part of one 

big family with our 

Maestro taking us all 

under his patriarchal 

wings. One of my 

favourite memories was in 

1993 when my esteemed 

teacher in London, Jill 

Severs, a long-time friend 

and colleague of 

Kenneth's, joined us all 

for a few days. It was 

lovely to see the two close 

friends catch up, and 

share with us their own Siena memories when they had studied with Ruggiero Gerlin during the 

1950s. Away from Siena, another abiding memory was when Kenneth was invited by the Italian 

chamber orchestra Camerata Anxanum from the Abruzzo region to perform Bach's Concerto for 

two harpsichords, alongside fellow student from my Siena days, Massimo Berghella. Being 

involved on a personal as well as professional level with the orchestra, I was entrusted with the job 

of tuning both instruments for the concert, during which Kenneth would also play Handel's 

Harmonious Blacksmith Variations. The concert took place in a semi-underground, taverna-style 

room which, during the hot summer, suffered terribly from high humidity levels.  So, my tuning 

job turned into something of a nightmare when the instruments needed retuning during the 

interval before Kenneth's Variations and Massimo's big moment performing with his Maestro. 

After a somewhat extended interval, with Kenneth waiting so patiently in the wings and above the 

noise of a large chattering Italian audience in an echoey acoustic, he duly went out to play, firstly 

in E major, then C minor, not exactly compatible keys from a tuning point of view. How the 

instruments managed to sound in tune was a complete miracle, and his gratitude at the end of the 

concert undoubtedly gave me a very memorable sense of relief.  

 

I have so many reasons to be grateful for my time spent studying with Kenneth in Italy during 

those years, on a musical and personal level, and news of his death was immensely saddening. It 

did however prompt a number of us who studied with him in Siena to get in touch again, 

rekindling old friendships and uniting us all in positive memories about a very formative time in 

our lives. 

Katharine May:  Penrith, Cumbria, UK 

Harpsichordist, co-director: Eden Valley Music & Eden Baroque  

https://www.edenvalleymusic.co.uk/katharine-may-harpsichord 

https://www.edenvalleymusic.co.uk/katharine-may-harpsichord
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Jacques Ogg 
Unfortunately, my contact with Kenneth Gilbert has been limited to one wonderful week in Prague 

for the harpsichord competition. I adored his company, and we had several lunches and dinners 

together.  

We both were invited for the competition in Budapest (September 2000), but Kenneth decided not 

to attend: a wise decision. We were both unpleasantly surprised to have been scheduled to play 

BWV1062 and BWV1063 together - without any rehearsal, and recorded by the radio. I did not 

play, but went to the competition where I missed Kenneth's wise judgement and pleasant 

company. Also, without Kenneth, the balance in the jury was far from ideal. I wrote him a rather 

vitriolic report of the ill-mannered behaviour of the management of the competition - to which he 

responded with humour and understatement. 

 

The next occasion we might have met was at the Jurow Competition in Bethlehem, PA, USA in 

2002, though Kenneth was ill and could not come.  He invited me to visit him in Paris, but our 

agendas did not match for a long time. I regret to have let the occasion to meet him slip through 

my fingers: we never met again. 

Jacques Ogg:  The Hague, Netherlands 

Harpsichordist, organist, Professor of Harpsichord: Royal Conservatory, The Hague 

Artistic Director: Lyra Baroque Orchestra 

www.jogg.org 

 

 

 

Jane Clark 
I can still remember Kenneth Gilbert’s first London recital at the Purcell Room in 1968, the 

tercentenary of François Couperin’s birth. He had just finished the formidable task of recording 

Couperin’s complete Pièces de Clavecin. Having been accustomed to hearing Couperin on Pleyels 

and Neuperts and other, to me, unsuitable instruments, the sound of his beautiful Dowd French 

copy came as a wonderful revelatory breath of fresh air. And the playing, so straightforward, so 

beautiful, so clear.  

 

A little later the sight of this little man, running onto the platform in the Queen Elizabeth Hall, 

and leading the seasoned British players of the Boyd Neel Orchestra through an unknown 

Goldberg Concerto, was something else I have not forgotten. I used to wish he did this more often. 

 

He was the first person I ever heard talking about tuning. When he was staying with us, he played 

a recording of himself playing Frescobaldi, explaining that it was mean tone tuning. ‘It sounds 

positively avaricious to me’ teased my husband. Kenneth took it in good part and remembered it, 

teasing Stephen back later on when different tunings became the norm.   

 

He gave me the first two books of his Heugel edition of Couperin, now they look as though I had 

shares in Scotch tape, or as someone put it, ‘loved them’. For all the dozens of complete Couperin 

recordings that have appeared since Kenneth’s, I still think they are unsurpassed for their 

beautifully executed clarity, which allows listeners to hear exactly what Couperin wrote so that 

they can make their own ways towards answering Wanda Landowska’s question: ‘Whence comes 

this strange language?’    

Jane Clark:  London, UK 

Harpsichordist, music historian, author and François Couperin specialist 

http://janiculum.co.uk/players-repertoire/jane-clark.html 

http://www.jogg.org/
http://janiculum.co.uk/players-repertoire/jane-clark.html
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Penelope Cave  
Kenneth Gilbert was an influential mentor to so many of us, and I was fortunate to play in a 

number of his Masterclasses, mostly at Jill Severs’ house, but also at Dartington, when I had a one-

to-one lesson using the marvellous Ruckers harpsichord that was resident there, working on 

Bach’s Italian Concerto. Kenneth was adamant that there was one speed that worked for all of the 

Bach Concertos’ first movements, and by singing a few opening bars in a row, one could see what 

he meant. He had similar feelings about dance movements. His likening of the accents of the 

French language to the art of French ornamentation (particularly the port de voix), was 

enlightening. Jill and Kenneth had been fellow students, and when he had concerts in London, he 

would stay with her. 
 

Apparently, his favourite English entertainment was to listen to The Archers on BBC Radio 4, 

which made him roar with laughter. On one occasion, he gave a harpsichord recital in which he 

played a number of Rameau pieces, chosen as the mood took him; it took place at Buckfastleigh, in 

Devon in the workshop of William Drake, the organ builder, after which a rather myopic member 

of the audience mistakenly accosted my husband, Michael Heale, and thanked him for his 

performance, to which Michael replied, “my pleasure”. Kenneth, on being told this afterwards, 

was much amused. 

Penelope Cave:  Haslemere, UK 

Harpsichordist, early keyboard teacher, music historian and specialist on music in the  

English Country House  

https://www.impulse-music.co.uk/penelopecave/ 

 

 

 

Paul Simmonds 

When I made my escape from South Africa in 1972, the first thing I did on arriving in London was 

to see if any harpsichord recitals were being advertised. On the day following a recital by George 

Malcolm of the complete Rameau in the Queen Elizabeth Hall, Kenneth Gilbert played the 

concerto by Goldberg, a concerto which even today is all too seldom heard. From then on, Kenneth 

Gilbert was in my mind a name to be reckoned with. 

Some two years later I, in my youthful arrogance, participated in the Bruges harpsichord 

competition. It was then a smaller event than it was later to become, which meant that contact 

with the jury members was possible, and one could discuss with them, informally, one’s 

performance. To this day I remember the friendly and helpful advice I received from Kenneth. 

Participation in Summer courses at Dartington Hall followed, at least two with the themes of 

French harpsichord music and the Bach Partitas. I owe my understanding and love of 

d’Anglebert’s suites to Kenneth’s insight and careful teaching. 

The last time I had contact with him was a few years later, when I was invited to participate in an 

informal and relaxed master class at a private home in North London. 

It is always sad when such a personality dies, but for me he remains alive through the memory of 

his teaching, concerts and recordings. 

Paul Simmonds:  Zolfingen, Switzerland 

Clavichordist, harpsichordist, organist 

https://paulsimmonds.com 

 

https://www.impulse-music.co.uk/penelopecave/
https://paulsimmonds.com/
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Timothy Roberts 
It was in the 1980s that, intermittently, I spent time with Kenneth Gilbert; playing in a number of 

his masterclasses; participating (unsuccessfully) in competitions where he was a jury member; and 

seeing his edition of Soler sonatas through the press at Faber Music, where I then worked part-

time as an in-house editor. 

 

Back in the 80s there was perhaps a tendency among younger harpsichordists to identify either 

with Gilbert or with Gustav Leonhardt. I myself studied with Chris Kite, whose teaching was very 

much rooted in the “Gilbert school”, and then with Jill Severs, who had studied in Italy alongside 

Kenneth with Ruggero Gerlin, and who became one of his lifelong friends. So, I guess I too am a 

“Gilbertian” at heart, and indeed, returning this year to certain recordings on YouTube I have 

asked myself, “Have these performances been surpassed?” 

 

Kenneth could be dry and self-deprecating (I recall him remarking, “You know me, Jill” [Severs], 

after a moment of severity with one of her students); but my strongest memory is of a generosity 

of spirit that flowed forth in his playing as well as in his teaching. He seemed not so much to judge 

his students but to help them, regardless of their technical level, to understand how to improve; 

not only through his almost forensic ability to use logic in drawing on his extraordinary musical 

and historical knowledge, but also in strictly practical ways. As an example of the latter, at one 

point I felt too embarrassed to play Bach to him from the Associated Board score I’d been using, 

and bought a Henle one at the last minute. When things went wrong Kenneth said emphatically, 

“Always practise from the score you’re going to perform from!”  I received a similar brief rebuke 

over the Soler edition. I’d retyped his slightly cramped critical commentary, introducing a couple 

of mistakes for which I had to apologise when his proofs came back. Kenneth: “So, why did you do 

that?” – the Gilbertian way of saying, “Don’t do that next time.”  

 

Sometime in the early 80s Kenneth taught a weekend of masterclasses at the John Loosemore 

Centre in Devon, incorporating a Bach recital to a small audience on the Saturday evening. The 

concert was ad libitum, in that he put both books of the “48” on the harpsichord and chose, one 

after the other, which prelude and fugue to play next. He probably didn’t really need the score, so 

completely at ease was he. It was wonderful. 

Timothy Roberts:  London, UK 

Harpsichordist, organist, producer 

https://www.orchardstreetmusic.uk 

 

 

 

Marcelo Fagerlande 
The first time I heard of Kenneth Gilbert must have been in the late 1970s. I was a teenager, 

already interested in the harpsichord and in Rio de Janeiro, at that time, it was only possible to 

hear the instrument through the few local harpsichordists or the concerts of Karl Richter, who 

visited the city annually. The LP was an alternative to get to know the harpsichord better. I 

frequented a well-known record shop in Copacabana and was eagerly looking for a harpsichord LP 

among the many copies currently sold. This is how I "found" Kenneth Gilbert's recording of 

Handel's suites and where I read his name for the first time. The next acquisition was the French 

Suites, with a modern illustration on the cover, which I still remember. At that moment I could 

not imagine the role that Gilbert would play in my future professional choice. 

 

 

https://www.orchardstreetmusic.uk/biography.html
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with Marcelo Fagerlande in Rio, 1993  
(photographer unknown) 

 

 

The harpsichord became little by little part of my life, and in such a way that I decided to become a 

harpsichordist. It was not an easy decision, as there were no courses in Brazil in the early 1980s, so 

in order to continue with my plans, I had to seek study abroad.  This was when I heard the wise 

advice of an experienced Brazilian harpsichordist who had just returned from Stuttgart, 

suggesting that I 

should seek my studies 

with Gilbert, who had 

been recently hired by 

the Hochschule in that 

city. The first contact 

with the great master 

was not a good 

example of the easiest 

communication. I was 

immersed in an 

intensive German 

course, and when I 

tried to start 

conversing with 

Gilbert, only words in 

that language came to 

me. He soon warned 

me that he 

understood, but that 

he did not teach in 

German, offering as 

possibilities English, 

French, Italian - and 

even some words in 

Portuguese, my 

mother tongue! I gradually got used to speaking English and French in the harpsichord classes, 

and German in the other subjects at the Hochschule. But musical communication always flowed 

and in a short time the various languages were an integral part of my student life and, in the case 

of the harpsichord, they illustrated Gilbert's cosmopolitan class, with students from various parts 

of the world. 

 

To speak of his qualities as a harpsichordist, organist and musicologist, who, like few, united 

performance with erudition, would be to repeat unnecessarily what many have already written. I 

prefer to give my testimony about him as a teacher, with whom I studied for four years. Gilbert 

was concerned not to imprint his personal mark on the student, but, on the contrary, he was proud 

if it was not possible to recognize traces of his own personality in those whom he taught. He 

wanted us to know as much as possible about the repertoire of the harpsichord and baroque music, 

stimulating analysis and a broad vision of music and knowledge of various styles. According to 

him, this was done by the knowledge of the repertoire and not through an imitative process.  

 

It was not always easy to be his student, due to the demands of such a high level and the fact that 

Gilbert was never the sort of teacher who spoiled the student, or who adopted a paternalistic 

attitude. Those who worked with him had only one option: to become independent. Maturity came  
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with Marcelo Fagerlande in Montreal, 2011 (photographer unknown)  

 

 

without us noticing. He let it come naturally. He often said: "The way you played is good for now, 

but in the future, you will develop and become much better!” 

 

After the diploma I returned to Brazil, but this did not prevent us from keeping in touch. He came 

to my country twice: in 1993 and 1997, for recitals, conferences, and masterclasses and I felt 

honoured to be his host. On the first visit, besides Rio de Janeiro, he also went to Paraty, a small, 

preserved 18th century village on the coast between Rio and São Paulo. His French music recital in 

the village’s small baroque church left wonderful reminiscences. Another memory, less musical 

and poetic, was of our return to Rio. At the time Paraty was a place quite far away from what can 

be called civilization and we were barely on the road, when we found we were almost out of gas 

and the gas stations were empty. Finally, we found one that saved us from having to miss the 

conference that Kenneth was due to give in Rio, a few hours away... 

 

I also remember our first 

outing in Rio, and having a 

fresh fruit juice in one of the 

corner shops of Ipanema: 

quite a fashionable thing at 

the time. That was the 

moment when, after years of 

knowledge, he proposed that 

I no longer call him 

Professor Gilbert, but 

"Kenneth".  But the biggest 

surprise was when, in an 

informal conversation, he 

told me that he was a fan of a 

Brazilian singer from the 

50s, quite popular in the 

United States (and Canada): 

Carmen  Miranda! 

 

We never lost contact, and we continued to meet whenever possible, mainly in Paris. The last time 

I saw him was in Montreal when McGill University honoured him for his 80 years. It was an 

exciting reunion, in which many of his former students were present. I keep the memory of those 

days of friendship, the collegiality among the harpsichordists and much beautiful music, shared 

with the master. 

Marcelo Fagerlande:  Rio de Janeiro, Brazil 

Harpsichordist, conductor, Professor of Harpsichord: School of Music, University of Rio de Janeiro 

http://marcelofagerlande.com.br/en/ 
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with Martha Brickman c1968, after the International 

Harpsichord Competitions in Bruges (photographer unknown) 

Martha Brickman 
I began my harpsichord studies in Rome, Italy on my year abroad. However, the instrument was an 

old Wittmayer, and all the classes were in masterclass format, so I did not learn a huge amount. 

However, my appetite was whetted.  

On my return to Canada - this would have been in 1967 - I signed up for lessons with Kenneth 

Gilbert in Montreal. What a revelation! It was a meeting of minds from the start. Along with every 

suggestion or correction came a scholarly reason and a demonstration. I was inspired to practise 

for hours daily and I was thrilled when he suggested I prepare for the Brugge Musica Antiqua 

competition. And due to his careful tutelage, I came first in the competition. 

In 1969-70 Kenneth moved to Paris for the year so I moved there to continue studying with him. 

He introduced me to the fabulous 17th century harpsichords that had been restored by Hubert 

Bédard and I received permission to practise upon them. 

Kenneth’s counsel and company meant a lot to me as I was 

still in my teens and living by myself. I devoted a lot of time 

to the harpsichord and received a lot of attention from 

Kenneth. It was a very magical year for me.  

When I returned to Montreal I took over his teaching 

appointments. I did some concertizing but gradually I lost 

focus and interest. I became interested in Indian philosophy 

and finally left to go to India in 1974. Kenneth and I lost 

touch for many years but reconnected in 2006 when I had re-

established myself in the musical world in Vancouver.  I 

remain influenced by his deep musical understanding and 

pedagogical style to this day. And I will always cherish the 

friendship we had. 

Martha Brickman:  Vancouver, BC 

Harpsichordist, pianist, Professor of Keyboard, Vancouver Academy of Music  

https://vancouveracademyofmusic.com/teachers/martha-brickman/ 

 

 

 

Nathaniel Mander 
When I was a student at the Royal Academy of Music, Kenneth Gilbert would give a masterclass 

each summer term for the first study harpsichordists. As I was an undergraduate this meant I was 

able to play for him quite a few times. He would have been in his 70s at this point and he made 

such a lovely impression on me. 

He had such a gentle and encouraging manner and would nonchalantly come over to the keyboard 

to demonstrate some fine detail or something. I didn’t realise at the time how special these classes 

were. I soon realised I was playing for harpsichord aristocracy! 

Nathaniel Mander:  Bath, UK 

Harpsichordist, fortepianist  

https://www.nathanielmander.com 

https://vancouveracademyofmusic.com/teachers/martha-brickman/
https://www.nathanielmander.com/
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Vivienne Spiteri 
In 1998 I sent Kenneth Gilbert a copy of my double cd recording the door in the wall...instrumentS 

d’illusion? never really expecting an answer. After all, he was an artist who specialized in baroque 

music, and I, in contemporary. I never knew what he'd ever thought of my work, or whether he'd 

even heard any of it.... although I must say, he was very helpful and forthcoming with advice 

when, new and green as I was at the time in France, and desperate to find a place to live, I called 

him. He said: "Are you telling landlords that you have a harpsichord?" “Yes".  He said: "Don't. They 

don't need to know and it is none of their business."  I took his advice and, lo and behold, a place 

to live materialized soon afterwards! Anyway, I sent Kenneth my new recording - the very best I 

have ever accomplished - which involved multi-track recording and the use of space as a dynamic 

device. And to my surprise he wrote back:  "Hearing these discs straight thru [...], at night and in the 

dark, produced an hypnotic, almost oneiric effect (on me at least), like walking through a magic maze 

with many rooms, each one commanding a visit. Here's hoping your effort will gain a wide diffusion."  

I was so moved and elated!  Sadly, and needless to say, the recording did NOT gain wide diffusion. 

Vivienne Spiteri:  Meudon, France 

Harpsichordist, specialist in contemporary music performance 

https://electrocd.com/en/album/2773/vivie_vinçente/the_door_in_the_wall_instrumentS_d_illusion 

 

 

David Chung 
During the 1990s, I participated in Kenneth’s masterclasses in London (Royal Academy of Music 

and the Guildhall School of Music and Drama), Nantes (Académie Internationale de Clisson) and 

Siena (Accademia Musicale Chigiana) and was an eyewitness of his inspiring teaching. During 

these masterclasses, Kenneth turned hours into minutes with his inexhaustible resourcefulness, 

his encyclopaedic knowledge of sources and instruments, and his art of fusing the best scholarship 

with exceptional skills. The time that I was able to tap into Kenneth’s incredible understanding of 

how to interpret the harpsichord repertory was tremendously precious.  

 

Kenneth encouraged his students to cultivate individual approaches to performing music and 

generally avoided extensive demonstration during lessons. Nevertheless, there were some 

exceptional moments when his students caught a glimpse of his flair, such as when he 

spontaneously pulled off Rameau’s La Poule during a masterclass at the Royal Academy of Music. I 

was lucky to attend several of his solo recitals in person, including one that concluded the week-

long masterclasses in Nantes in 1994, during which he performed Bach’s French Overture (BWV 

831) alongside music of several French composers to critical acclaim. In hindsight, I feel so blessed 

to have learned directly from the master who researched, edited, performed and recorded a 

repertory that remains so dear to my heart. 

Kenneth also urged his students to learn directly from music sources and instruments. After I 

informed him of my plan to examine several manuscripts in the library of Chartres, he 

immediately arranged for me to have access to his collection of original harpsichords there, 

including the unique Couchet/Blanchet/Taskin harpsichord that Mozart could have played in 

1778. Despite his extremely busy schedule, Kenneth always responded promptly to my emails with 

helpful advice and information, and kept a genuine interest in my professional work. In fact, 

Kenneth’s influence on me goes well beyond the harpsichord masterclasses. As an artist and a 

person, he was an exemplary role model, and I strive to follow in his footsteps and to emulate 

something of his excellence in my own performances, research and teaching. 

David Chung:  Hong Kong 

Harpsichordist, musicologist, Professor of Style & Performance, Hong Kong Baptist University  

http://mus.hkbu.edu.hk/chung.html 

https://electrocd.com/en/album/2773/vivie_vin%25C3%25A7ente/the_door_in_the_wall_instrumentS_d_illusion
http://mus.hkbu.edu.hk/chung.html
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David Francis 
Midnight.  “Ly-ons, Ly-ons” intones a disembodied, almost musical, female voice over the station 

tannoy, a falling tone on the second syllable. Nervously I am sharing a couchette compartment 

with five French strangers, trundling southwards from Paris to Avignon and thence to Lurs en 

Provence, the reason a summer course studying Rameau’s Pieces de Clavecin with Kenneth Gilbert. 

Apprehension and excitement are my moods: not only is this my first solo journey abroad, but 

soon I would be playing for someone whom I held in high regard as a musician and scholar. 

 

Kenneth Gilbert’s groundbreaking RCA recordings of François Couperin had burst into my world 

whilst studying in Manchester, soon after I had committed to the harpsichord. I can recall the 

amazement in my teacher’s voice as we discussed that whole movements were played on a single 

registration. These were the heady days of the ‘70s as the Early Music scene was making waves in 

England that reached even Manchester; Trevor Pinnock had performed at Whitworth Art Gallery, 

and The Academy of Ancient Music were soon to perform the Water Music at the RNCM. My 

lessons at the RNCM were on a Concert Goble with all its wonderful pedals, whilst at University I 

practiced on a Hubbard double manual Taskin kit. With my meagre student budget, it took 

eighteen months to acquire Gilbert’s complete Heugel Le Pupitre edition of Couperin, such an eye 

opener after using Brahms-Chrysander, with slurs and ornaments so much more clearly presented, 

as well as an illuminating introduction on sources, instruments and performance in Volume One.  

In parallel I also acquired his complete Scarlatti edition, although that took ten years to complete.  

It was wonderful to have access to the 495 not edited by Ralph Kirkpatrick, and I never touched 

the Longo edition. D’Anglebert slipped on to my music shelf - yes, I was a serial collector of 

Gilbert’s editions - as did his revision of Dieupart for L’Oiseau Lyre, and later the Zanibon edition 

of Frescobaldi Toccatas. Importantly these editions could all be trusted and were well presented, 

with thought for page turns. These were the days before the possibilities of finding 17th and 18th 

century editions on the internet. 

 

Lurs, an attractive village perched on a green and verdant spur, overlooking the Durance valley 

was an inspirational setting, and I fully embraced the civilised tradition of wine with evening 

meals. I recall a convivial atmosphere with classes in the morning, practice and sunny walks in the 

afternoon, and recitals at night. Classes were taught mainly in French but also English, and I was 

indebted to a Canadian harpsichord student Valerie Weeks for her patient translations to 

supplement my meagre ‘O’ Level French. Just predating the 1979 publication by Heugel of his 

Rameau edition, my memory of Kenneth Gilbert’s quiet teaching is primarily of musical and 

scholarly insights, demanding yet patient and mostly kind teaching, and occasional humour. 

There were meaningful discussions and clarifications of notes inégales of course, including what 

were viewed at the time as problematic Allemandes. His summing up was straightforward: to be 

expressively imbedded in melodic notes of half beat duration, usually but not exclusively of 

conjunct motion, with the qualification that the Allemande beat was usually a quaver. This led on 

to time signatures, distinguishing between black notation (Allemande 1, 1706 Suite) and white 

notation (Allemande 2). On the question of establishing the character of dance movements a 

simple solution was offered: “To know how to play a Courante, learn twenty Courantes, then you 

will understand the first one”. Our attention was drawn to details such as beaming and its 

significance for articulation, such as the opening of Les Trois Mains: the opening two right hand 

notes are linked in the Barenreiter edition we all used, but were separated in the original, as 

shown in his edition. I played a couple of Purcell Suites (waving the British flag) and he outlined 

thoughts on the Italian and French influences in the Preludes. We used wonderful instruments 
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made by Hubert Bédard, a former Gilbert student who, through Frank Hubbard, turned to building 

and restoration. Returning to Manchester I had much food for thought. 

 

A few years later, as harpsichord tutor at the RNCM, I invited Kenneth Gilbert to give a 

masterclass and enjoyed his convivial company, keeping him in touch with his French side by 

chauffeuring him around in my wife’s Citroën 2CV. On his return in the mid ‘90s when he also 

gave a recital, we were able to provide him with a more up-market automotive experience - a 

Renault Espace, incidentally a great harpsichord moving machine. With students of sometimes 

variable experience and ability he displayed patience, but never held back from giving his views, 

reinforcing his clear explanations and scholarly argument with demonstrations from wide ranging 

sources. As a recitalist his personality came through, quietly drawing you into his world of 

meticulous and musical performance, never flamboyant but carrying calm authority. His death 

during the first UK Coronavirus Lockdown, was a shock. Somehow, people you hold in high regard 

remain photographically imprinted on your memory as you last saw them, and they never age. His 

immense legacy of editions, recordings, and influential teaching will reach into future 

generations.  What a shame that no UK broadsheets carried an obituary of this internationally 

acclaimed scholarly and inspirational musician.  

David Francis:  Manchester, UK 

Harpsichordist, Tutor of Harpsichord: University of Manchester, co-director: Baroque in the North   

https://baroqueinthenorth.com/about/ 

 

 
 

Michael Johnson   
Kenneth gave a celebrity recital at the Royal Northern College of Music in Manchester for their 

first keyboard exhibition quite a few years back. They asked me to exhibit an instrument, for 

which I borrowed back one of my doubles from the late John Toll. 

 

Ken's recital was scheduled to be given on the college harpsichord which was duly listed in the 

programme. I had met the great man only once before but even so, when he turned up, he decided 

to use the John Toll Johnson instrument instead. I kept a professional distance but after about half 

an hour, a young lady from the college needed to ask him something. He was furious at the 

interruption, but that was just the start. The Principal of Early Music eventually appeared and 

calmed things down, only to be told by the master that he wanted to use John's harpsichord for the 

concert.... and when informed that it was the other instrument credited in the programme, Ken 

replied firmly, OK, then: I'll use them both!  

 

I then prepared the harpsichord for him and stayed for his rehearsal in case needed. He rehearsed 

the programme with no scores, completely from memory, so after doing the tuning for the 

performance I thought I might as well leave the music desk in the green room. Well, he hit the 

roof! Apologising to me after the concert, he explained he had in fact wanted the music desk on 

stage, but with the scores on the floor next to him, in case of memory loss. I’ve never forgotten 

that occasion. RIP Ken. 

Michael Johnson:  Shaftesbury, UK 

Harpsichord maker 

https://www.facebook.com/Michael-Johnson-Harpsichords-452055834815221/ 

 
 

https://baroqueinthenorth.com/about/
https://www.facebook.com/Michael-Johnson-Harpsichords-452055834815221/
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Edward Parmentier 

I met Kenneth Gilbert in 1985, when I heard him play a recital at a conference in Washington DC.  

He played J.S. Bach's French Ouverture and selections from the arrangement of Rameau's Les Indes 

Galantes that is included in the Le Pupitre Rameau edition. 

 

His recordings caught my attention.  I repeatedly studied his Harmonia Mundi recording of 

English Suite No.6.   His Archiv recording of both books of the WTC ranks in my mind as one of the 

great harpsichord achievements of my lifetime. It's spacious, balanced, straightforward, 

crystalline, and majestic.  The first recording of his that I heard was the most memorable of all.  It 

was his Archiv LP (later CD) of the Little Preludes of J.S. Bach.  I remember putting on the LP and 

hearing the first piece, BWV 924 in C major.  His performance of this piece shook me up.  It was 

smooth, un-jerky, as if spun from gold, again straightforward, non-"rhetorical" in a positive sense, 

peaceful and warm.  I had never before heard harpsichord playing so rounded and self-effacing, 

not wandering around and attempting to do this or that, not trying to make points.  It sounded 

like it was being played by an angel.  

Edward Parmentier:  Ann Arbor, Michigan, USA 

Harpsichordist, Professor Emeritus of Harpsichord, University of Michigan, School of Music  

https://smtd.umich.edu/about/faculty-profiles/edward-parmentier/ 

 
 
 

Charlotte Mattax Moersch 
I am among many harpsichordists whose lives have been touched by Kenneth Gilbert. I first 

encountered him at his summer course at the Vleeshuis in Antwerp in 1975. Although I had been a 

keyboard player, studying piano and organ since I was four years old, I was a relative newcomer to 

the harpsichord, having only begun studying harpsichord in 1973 as a freshman at Yale. Intrigued 

by a notice advertising Kenneth’s summer course posted on a bulletin board at the University’s 

Collection of Musical Instruments, I looked forward to a two-week immersion in the music of J.S. 

Bach and Jean-Henri d’Anglebert. I could not have anticipated that this experience would change 

the direction of my life.  

 

After arriving in Antwerp and dropping my suitcase on the wafer-thin mattress in my room at the 

old Zeemanshuis, I ventured out onto Falconrui in the direction of the Vleeshuis. Under the 

direction of the renowned and indomitable curator Jeanine Lambrechts-Douillez, the Vleeshuis 

had by this time amassed a world-famous instrument collection. The summer of 1975 was an 

exciting time for the harpsichord world: Kenneth had just published his edition of the complete 

works of d’Anglebert. I was familiar with the sound and feel of Yale’s Taskin, but wasn’t prepared 

for the sumptuousness of playing d’Anglebert’s Passacaille on an antique harpsichord underneath 

the cathedral-like vaulted ceilings of the Vleeshuis.  

 

Kenneth attracted a number of talented young players that summer. He brought to each class a 

consummate command of the instrument and the repertoire, a probing intellect, and exacting 

scholarship. While he shared with us a seemingly endless wealth of information about sources, 

instruments, and performance practices, he was invariably charming, and captivated 

professionals, students, and amateur auditors alike with his wit and beguiling smile. Never 

exclusive, he addressed everyone in the class with respect, no matter their level of playing. He was 

a stickler for precision but, most of all, encouraged naturalness and lack of pretence or 

mannerism. 

https://smtd.umich.edu/about/faculty-profiles/edward-parmentier/
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Following my graduation from Yale, I received a Harriet Hale Woolley Scholarship to study with 

Kenneth in Paris. At the time, he lived in Maintenon on the grounds of the Château de Maintenon. 

I took the train weekly from Paris for lessons. Upon arriving, Kenneth greeted me with unfailing 

courtesy and kindness. I remember walking past Hubert Bédard’s workshop, and being ushered 

into the room where we had our lessons. I was left to warm up on the Delin or Blanchet/Taskin. 

Our lessons lasted the better part of an afternoon.  

 

I was always uplifted by his teaching. Like in Antwerp, he shared his knowledge of the sources, the 

text, and style of the pieces I brought to him. He was also an insightful technician. In Scarlatti’s 

Sonata in C Major, K. 460, for example, he showed me how to practice the octaves in the left hand, 

cleaning up the passage in a matter of seconds. Although articulate in several languages, he often 

taught without words through demonstration or even a simple gesture or nod of the head. For 

instance, he taught me how to bring out fugal entrances by simply playing the fugue with me on a 

second harpsichord. Above all, Kenneth had the ability to draw out and develop an individual 

player’s own personal style. After I played d’Anglebert’s Prelude in d in one of my lessons, 

Kenneth remarked that I had “found my own voice.”  

 

Kenneth often spoke of a son doré when describing the tone of the harpsichord.  This imagery has 

stayed with me and, when playing or teaching, I strive to produce that “golden sound.” He had a 

remarkable ability to wrap up scholarship and performance into an artful, gilded package - a 

generous gift that has enriched my life, and the lives of so many others. 

Charlotte Mattax Moersch:  Urbana-Champaign, Illinois, USA 

Harpsichordist, Professor of Harpsichord and Musicology, University of Illinois, School of Music 

https://publish.illinois.edu/charlottemattax/ 

 

 

 

David-Ponsford  

I first met Kenneth Gilbert in the late 1970s in the idyllic pastoral surroundings of Dartington 

Summer School in Devon, where, as a young English cathedral organist particularly interested in 

17th and 18th century keyboard music, I went to study the French harpsichord repertoire – 

particularly the Pièces de clavecin of François Couperin, having been inspired by his complete 

recording and his edition for Heugel. Following this experience, I was lucky enough to continue 

my studies with him at summer courses in Antwerp and Venice, and also in private lessons in 

Maintenon, where he lived next to the famous château. Looking back, I discovered (I think for the 

first time in my life) someone with whom I could discuss the real musical-interpretative issues 

that had always fascinated me. We discussed these issues in the classic Renaissance tradition: he 

taking one point of view, I deliberately taking an opposing view, which developed not so much as 

an argument, but more as an extremely constructive dialogue, from which I learnt an enormous 

amount.  

One conversation, very early in our friendship, concerned the Dialogue sur les trompettes, clairon et 

tierces de G. C et le bourdon avec le larigot (Messe pour les paroisses), really a basse de trompette, by 

François Couperin, which Kenneth argued should be played without inégalité because of the 

prevalence of dactyl rhythms that were characteristic of the genre. I particularly remember this 

conversation because of the notion that notes inégales were not only subject to the well-rehearsed 

relations between note values and time signatures, but were also subject to genre considerations. 

Years later, I researched this idea in greater depth, and as comprehensively as possible, in the 

https://publish.illinois.edu/charlottemattax/
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form of a Ph.D dissertation. Furthermore, during this latter period of research, the idea suggested 

itself to me that each organ genre - the plein jeu, fugue, duo, trio, récit de dessus, récit en taille, récit 

de basse, grand jeu - had its own line of independent historical development. This idea became 

increasingly strong, the corollary being that the standard narratives about the French Baroque 

organ repertoire had inadvertently missed the essential point. This led directly to the writing and 

publication of my book ‘French Organ Music in the Reign of Louis XIV’ (Cambridge University Press, 

2011, paperback edition, 2016), whose focus is the chronological development of each genre, and 

therefore the link between stylistic analysis and performance practice. Kenneth read through the 

final draft, made many valuable suggestions, and wrote a beautiful paragraph praising the virtues 

of the book for the back cover. 

Kenneth was the first musician I had met who combined the ideals of performance at the highest 

level with scholarship of real integrity, demonstrated by his 56 recordings and his 18 editions of 

17th- and 18th- century music. This was a model to which I aspired, and which has been the 

governing philosophy of my own professional life. We remained in contact throughout the 

subsequent decades, often meeting in various places throughout Europe where we both happened 

to be staying. We both shared the opinion that Nicolas de Grigny, the greatest of the French 

Baroque composers, was not well served by the then current editions, and he proposed that he and 

I should collaborate on a new edition of the Premier livre d’orgue (1699), subsequently sending me 

many draft pages for discussion. However, at the conference dedicated to his life’s work, ‘Autour 

du clavier d’autrefois: The Legacy of Kenneth Gilbert’, in Montreal in 2012 (the papers of which are 

now published in Perspectives on Early Keyboard Music and Revival in the Twentieth Century 

(Routledge: London and New York, 2018)),  he told me that he would retire from the de Grigny 

project (no doubt because of the onset of a declining short-term memory), leaving it to me to fulfil 

the project, which was subsequently published by Ut Orpheus, Bologna, in 2019, and dedicated to 

Kenneth. 

He was a man of very wide intellectual and musical interests - he once took me to a Puccini opera 

- and although quietly spoken and modest in manner, he was very powerful in argument. I found 

him an inspirational musician and intellect, and a brilliant teacher. For those of us who were 

privileged to work with Kenneth, it was a life-changing experience.  

David Ponsford:  Cirencester, UK 

Organist, harpsichordist, musicologist 

http://davidponsford.org 

 

 

 

Julian Perkins 
When I think of Kenneth, the enigmatic word ‘class’ comes to mind. He epitomized my idea of 

‘bon goût’ in both his playing and his general demeanour. His touch on the harpsichord was firm 

yet tender, free from gimmickry and flamboyance. Calling on his great musical erudition, he could 

incorporate the intricate agréments in François Couperin’s Ordres effortlessly and gracefully, with 

an authority matched by only a handful of players.  

Kenneth was also very kind. I fondly remember the arrangements he made for me to play on his 

exquisite collection of original harpsichords at Chartres, and I will always treasure his edition of 

Kapsperger ‘transliterations’ that he gave me when we met up in Paris.  

Julian Perkins:  London, UK 

Conductor, keyboard player, Artistic Director: Cambridge Handel Opera and Sounds Baroque 

http://julianperkins.com 

 

http://davidponsford.org/
https://cambridgehandel.org.uk/
http://julianperkins.com/
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In Siena, 1995/96, with  

Elisabetta Guglielmin (front)   

 (photographer unknown) 

 

Elisabetta Guglielmin 
The figure of Kenneth Gilbert had been such a myth for me since I was a child. My father loved his 

interpretations of French music and tried to convince me to follow harpsichord lessons...but I was 

in love with Piano and so he wasn't really able to change my first opinion. 

 

I took my Bachelor’s in Piano in Italy and also attended chamber music lessons under the wing of 

Mario Brunello, and later Franco Rossi. I was, and I am still, in love with Johann Sebastian Bach, 

so all my piano students must study his Music: like a sort of Gospel.  However, from the very 

beginning, I realized that my knowledge of praxis and styles concerning baroque music weren't 

adequate, and when I was around 30 years old, I started to have harpsichord lessons in my own 

town, Castelfranco Veneto: birthplace of Agostino Steffani and Giorgione. After six months of 

practising and taking lessons, my harpsichord teacher invited me to go to Accademia Chigiana in 

Siena and attend, as a listener, the lectures of Kenneth Gilbert. 

 

I was just surprised, and I was happy to be in Siena and Chigiana during the Easter holidays.  Siena 

was a miracle, and the building where Accademia Chigiana is located is amazing!   The lectures 

were unbelievable, and I discovered such great 

composers. After a couple of days something happened 

that completely changed my life. It was on a Thursday.  

Maestro Gilbert seemed a bit nervous, as if he wasn't 

really happy about something… and in the middle of the 

afternoon, he got up from his chair and started, almost 

whispering: "Today I would like to listen to a new 

harpsichordist.  Is there anyone who wants to play for 

me?"  I was that one. I raised my hand: "I'm here”.  He 

was really polite and invited me to sit in front of a 

wonderful French harpsichord made by Augusto Bonza.  

I chose to play J. Ph. Rameau, the first suite from 

"Nouvelles Suites de Clavecin" and J. S. Bach’s French 

Suite in c minor.  He allowed me to play the whole 

programme. I was really excited in waiting for some sort 

of response. I was actually just ready to say "I know, I’m 

not very good, and for this reason I decided to come - 

only as a listener”.  But his reply was completely 

different: "I'm surprised" he said. "Why are you not 

attending my course as a student?  I will be happy to 

have you in my class...your way of playing is just 

wonderful and lovely.  Bravo!!!" 

 

It was April 1993 and I started my wonderful adventure with Kenneth: in Venice at Fondazione 

Cini, in Siena at Accademia Chigiana, and later at Salzburg University Mozarteum.  We became really 

good friends and used to have dinner together every evening before my lessons at Mozarteum. We 

talked about everything.  He was also very happy to speak in Italian with me.  "Cara Elisabetta, le 

dispiace se parlo in italiano con lei?  E' così una bella lingua!!" 

 

He told me about his first encounters with Music, when he decided to start with music lessons at 

Montreal Conservatory. “I asked my Mom if I could have lessons...my goal was to play the music of 

J. S. Bach.  So, at that time, the only possibilities for a keyboardist were Piano and Organ...but 

someone in the organization told us that it was very difficult to be admitted in Organ or Piano 
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class, so they suggested to me to try the oboe”.  He looked at me with those incredible light blue 

eyes, raising the left corner of his mouth (a sort of habit he usually did when he was particularly 

happy) and continuing his speech: "We wouldn't know if the world of the oboe had lost 

something”. 

 

Our lessons were really full and intensive.  I studied with him all the French repertory and quite all 

J. S. Bach’s music, when he discovered that I had started teaching harpsichord in Italy (it was in a 

private school, and until a few years ago, if you wanted to learn harpsichord in Italy you had to 

study ten years of piano or organ, then four years of harpsichord; now, luckily you can study 

harpsichord from the outset!).   My students were very young, which was really unusual for the 

Italian Musical system, so he gave me lots of advice and was a great help, especially in how to 

explain and teach the ways to attain a wonderful touch and sound. 

  

He was really understanding and would help me before and after exams and concerts.  I remember 

after a concert for "Cembalo Abend mi Grocer Saal Mezereum Salzburg”, I played J.S. Bach’s Partita 

BWV 827, but I was disappointed with my interpretation.  We were outside the Music Room, going 

as usual for something to eat.  I was alone, waiting for my husband who was talking with my 

friends and colleagues.   I realized that there was someone behind me.  It was Kenneth, reaching 

for me and taking me by the arms.  "Are you happy, dear Elisabetta?" I wasn't really happy… I felt 

like I hadn’t enjoyed my playing at all. “No, I'm not really!” I replied.   We started walking towards 

our destination (the Sacher cake shop).  "I must tell you a little story" he started "about a strange 

situation that happened to me many years ago… I was playing the entire Partitas in London over 

two evenings.  Playing the Fourth Partita, I realized I was playing the Gigue, but I wasn't sure if I’d 

played the pieces before.... I was tired and a bit disappointed.  Luckily there was a friend of mine in 

the audience, so I asked his opinion about my performance.  He was completely satisfied…! So, I 

thought - BRAVO KENNETH! YOUR AUTOPILOT WORKED! … and then, dear Elisabetta, I must 

say that yours worked too!” 

 

He was really a Great Maestro for me, and at the end of my studies, also a wonderful friend. Some 

years later - he was at the beginning of his terrible illness - I gave a concert near Köln, and a 

couple of days later received a Skype message from him. "Brava Elisabetta! Ho saputo del suo 

bellissimo concerto a Colonia, sono molto felice ...mi raccomando NON MOLLARE MAI, il clavicembalo 

e tutta la musica hanno bisogno di lei!" So, I will never give up. Thanks a lot, my dear Maestro.  

Elisabetta Guglielmin:  Turin, Italy 

Harpsichordist, Tutor of Harpsichord: Accademia Internazionale di Musica e Arte (Aimart), Rome 

http://www.elisabettaguglielmin.it/index_en.html 

 

 

 

Glen Wilson 
I barely knew the late Kenneth Gilbert, but almost all our interactions were of the pleasant sort. 

We first met at the reception after the prize presentation at the 1980 Bruges competition, where I 

had done rather well. He was kind enough to say he “was sure we will be hearing a lot about you in 

the future”. I gushed my thanks at all the Heugel editions he had been giving us; “Oh, that’s just a 

hobby,” he replied. A few years later I was surprised to receive a copy in the mail of Volume 1 of 

his complete Scarlatti. There was a card stuck on the inside cover inscribed “de la part de l’auteur”. 

In my ignorance of the language, I took that as a secretarial error implying that Domenico had 

sent me the book himself. I was sorry to learn later that “l’auteur” can mean “the editor”. 

 

http://www.elisabettaguglielmin.it/index_en.html
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A few years later, I was sitting on the jury of the same competition. After the pre-competition 

juror session, Gustav Leonhardt corralled the two of us and said, “Now let’s go have a drink and 

talk about Froberger” – the last word with ironic emphasis. There followed a longish session at a 

café over glasses of wine, where I mostly sat silent, in awe of these two giants’ erudition and their 

insider gossip about the frustrations of publication in general, and that of Froberger in particular. 

(The latter continue unabated to this day, with a newly-discovered autograph still in the clutches 

of a wealthy private collector.) When I asked what they thought happened to the lost Libro Primo 

and Libro Terzo, they shrugged. There was disagreement about whether the surviving Vienna 

autographs were, in fact, in Froberger’s hand. Kenneth offered the possibility that, manu propria 

being in the ablative case, it could mean received from Froberger’s own hand. Having grown up in 

a small town in Illinois with no Latin and less Greek, this was the first time I had ever heard of the 

ablative. Leonhardt scoffed at Kenneth's idea and turned to me for support, which was not 

forthcoming. 

 

At the jury table later I got a taste of another side of Kenneth’s character. A Mozart fantasy for 

fortepiano was on the programme. Kenneth suddenly pounced on the Urtext score in front of us 

and pointed to what he declared to be a wrong note. I couldn’t agree. He whispered, “Don’t you 

see? It’s a compositional thing.” Again, I demurred. That got me a look that would make the birds 

drop from the clothesline, as my grandmother used to say. Another time in the same place, I 

rejoiced to him on the long-awaited appearance of the first part of Howard Schott’s edition of the 

non-autograph Froberger. “Oh, those are just the polyphonic pieces,” was his somewhat shocking 

reply. I think his great interest in the suites and his devotion to Bach’s fugues may have blinded 

him somewhat to the value of Froberger’s finely-wrought, sober counterpoint; or he may have just 

been a bit jealous that he had missed out on the plum assignment at his Hausverlag.  

 

The first time I visited Siena, Kenneth was giving his annual masterclass. We had a convivial lunch 

together, where we talked about everything except the harpsichord. He offered me counsel on the 

best way of brewing coffee (he preferred café filtre) and what to do about occasional insomnia 

(“You may already have this information, but…”); but what really got him going was the Penguin 

edition of a Henry James novel I had with me. (“Now as the great Jamesian I’m sure you are, you 

probably know this, but in “The Aspern Papers…”). 

 

The only other time he heard me perform live was at the Musée Jacquemart-André in Paris. Luckily, 

I didn’t know he was in the audience, as I was nervous enough in those august surroundings (there 

was a Maurice Quentin de la Tour pastel in the dressing room). I was therefore surprised to see 

him appear after the concert, and stunned and humbled when he said, “Well, the old Wilson magic 

continues, absolutely superb from beginning to end.” He slipped away quickly before I could even 

beg him to go out with me for a drink. 

 

After that, we corresponded some about my theory that the pieces ascribed to Louis Couperin 

really are by his brother Charles, the father of François “le Grand”. When the finished article 

appeared on my website, several years before its presentation in print in the Early Keyboard 

Journal, he advised me to add a date. Otherwise, he thought, others might claim priority. 

 

The last time I saw him was at a café near his Paris apartment. I was elated to hear that he 

completely agreed about Charles Couperin, and when I asked him if I could see his vast collection 

of instruments at Chartres the next day, he used my wife’s cell phone to organise the visit sur le 

champ. He gave me a copy of his new edition of Bach’s Fantasy in G, the “Pièce d’Orgue” BWV 572, 

which may or may not have been the last thing Oiseau-Lyre published. He sadly told me how the  
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old house was winding down, and with a shy, almost childish pride, showed me his Monaco 

resident's card. We parted with warmth on all sides, and he insisted on picking up the tab. “This is 

my territory.” It seemed to me then that all was not well with Kenneth, and I heard soon after that 

he had returned to Canada in ill health. 

 

These are my meagre reminiscences of someone I wished I could have known better. We shared an 

admiration for the artistry of Wanda Landowska (he told me he was on the way to interview the 

magnificent Pole when he learned of her death), and although our playing styles were ultimately 

very different, my respect for him as an editor and as a human being was boundless. His position 

in the revival of the harpsichord is unassailable. 

Glen Wilson:  Würzburg, Germany 

Harpsichordist, fortepianist, organist and clavichordist, conductor 

http://www.glenwilson.eu/index.html 

 

 

 

Terence Charlston 
I first met Kenneth Gilbert at the Royal Academy of Music in London in the 1980s. At this time, he 

would visit London two or three times a year to give masterclasses and over the course of a few 

years I played to him regularly: mainly J.S. Bach (WTC, Partitas and Goldbergs) but also François 

and Louis Couperin and other repertoire. His masterclasses were a highlight of my studies. I liked 

his approach and seriousness, his single-minded dedication to the harpsichord and its repertoire. 

 

His teaching was rooted in the music itself - its text, sources and interpretation - and in the 

historical instruments he loved and knew so well, both organs and harpsichords. He had real 

authority and I was in awe of his knowledge and achievement. Professor Gilbert, as I thought of 

him, was far from stuffy, however. He encouraged a community of learning. He always taught to 

the entire class, not just the person playing. He encouraged clear opinion through debate and 

discussion and was very sociable and perfectly approachable. He would take each of us aside 

during breaks to share thoughts away from the public arena and he showed a genuine interest in 

our progress, strengths and weaknesses. I remember him encouraging my early attempts at 

musical editing and his quiet but firm reminders to be more aware of my colleagues and concert 

promotors.  

 

However, what impressed me most about these classes, and what I can still hear in my ears today, 

was the amazing sound he made when he played. Fortunately, he often played in the classes, 

providing a benchmark for us to aim at. Try as we might, none of the students could get anywhere 

near his sumptuous, dark sound nor match his effortless touch. From this I learnt that while it 

might be tempting to imitate what one heard or another player or a recording, and such an 

endeavour can have its uses, the real challenge of playing the harpsichord was to discover one’s 

own sound and how to produce it consistently.  

 

I last saw Kenneth on a gloriously warm, bright day in May 2012, again in London, for what would 

be his last masterclass at the RCM. It turned out to be a very special day. The masterclass had a 

particularly good atmosphere and made a big impression on me and the students. They quickly 

warmed to Kenneth’s inspiring teaching and found him empathetic and generous. He seemed 

particularly open and frank in our convivial lunch and coffee breaks. He admitted that he got 

nervous before giving masterclasses and talked about the life of a touring musician. Afterwards we 

http://www.glenwilson.eu/index.html
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with Paola Erdas in Siena  (photographer unknown) 

took a taxi to St Pancras station where we chatted for several hours waiting for his Eurostar to 

depart. He reminisced about his career and times past and speculated upon the future of music, 

and the careers of the young players he had just taught. It was a real pleasure to spend so much 

time in his company and, like the students who took part, I remember this day with great 

fondness. 

Terence Charlston:  London, UK 

Harpsichordist, fortepianist, clavichordist, organist, Professor of Harpsichord and Chair of Historical Keyboard 

Instruments, Royal College of Music, London 

www.charlston.co.uk 

 

 

 

Paola Erdas 
During my final lessons with Kenneth in Salzburg, he expressed the desire to learn to play the 

harp: “Paola, I have to prepare to pass away, you know. Angels play the harp, not the 

harpsichord.” So, now I can imagine Kenneth playing harp in a consort of musical angels.... 

 

The first time I met Maestro Gilbert was in Siena during the summer courses of the Accademia 

Chigiana. I was a young student of classical piano, but with some doubts about my instrument. My 

piano teacher had urged me to go to Siena to understand if maybe another keyboard was more 

fitting to my fingers and to my soul. It was there, whilst listening to Maestro Gilbert playing 

Rameau and explaining his ideas about the sound to a student, that I really experienced a kind of 

enlightenment.  I understood what instrument I was looking for to express myself, and possibly 

my talent: the one with the sound of Kenneth Gilbert. 

http://www.charlston.co.uk/
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For many years, the summer in Siena was where I would meet with "Maestro Gilbert" and benefit 

from his knowledge. After my Italian academic studies, it seemed only natural to continue to 

study with him at the Mozarteum.  Year after year, lesson after lesson, and notwithstanding his 

friendly and almost fatherly attitude, I was always literally terrified to play in front of him.  Yet at 

the same time, excited and happy, especially when, after the last chord of a piece, his incredible 

light blue eyes were smiling, looking at me.  He had marvellous hands, but I was particularly 

fascinated by his mind, his intelligence: more than fast, sharp: capable of observing everything, 

and everything was immediately processed, catalogued, and never forgotten. 

 

But Maestro Gilbert was remarkable also for his marvellous sense of humour! I can't forget our 

dinners together in Siena and Salzburg, or the afternoons spent in some bistro in Paris.  He was 

present in every crucial moment in my artistic and everyday life, always with his generosity and 

his wit. When I told him that I was to be married, he congratulated me but said, sharply looking at 

me with his eyes: “But Paola, are you sure? Getting married is like buying the sofa for the living 

room!"  He was living in an elegant apartment near Tour Eiffel which he had rented already 

furnished. Tasteful, but not permanent. 

 

I can't forget another episode with Maestro Gilbert in "our" city, Siena.  It was after a dinner 

organised by the entire class (everybody had cooked some traditional dish), in a garden of olive 

trees - and that was precisely the moment in which a colleague took the photo that you can see 

below. I was talking about a CD, wonderfully played by Hopkinson Smith, of the music of 

Ennemond Gaultier, and I was complaining about how such an incredible repertoire was written 

for lute and not for harpsichord. And he told me that I could find a transcription by the Sr Perrine 

in 1680 in the Bibliothèque Nationale de France. I spent my honeymoon in that library, happy to 

find the music which was to become my first publication and my first CD. During the preparation 

of the edition, he was with me, giving the counsel and support of his tremendous experience. And 

when I announced to him my project to record Perrine's book, he offered me the use of his 

precious 18th century Albert Delin harpsichord. 

 

Two years later I began studying at the Siglo de Oro, with a special interest in the music played in 

my country, Sardinia, during the Spanish domination. I spent all summer investigating, 

translating treatises from ancient Spanish to Italian, playing and experimenting with the "new" 

repertoire.  This was absolutely exciting! And when it was time to return to the Mozarteum I was so 

thrilled in anticipation of Gilbert's reaction.  When I announced that I would have played Luys 

Venegas de Henestrosa he told me: Ah! You will play something that I don't know! He listened, 

commenting not so much. After one month, at the next lesson, he knew simply everything about 

Spanish music: he had devoted all his time to study, to investigate, in order to be able to give me 

more. Maestro Gilbert never lost the curiosity, the enthusiasm to learn something more. 

 

His love of wisdom, his desire to travel throughout history and the history of music, always led 

him through the labyrinth of research, following the light of knowledge. From him I learned how 

to research, how to choose which idea is better than another to investigate. Together, like in a fairy 

tale, we went through the labyrinth of books of the Mozarteum, where he taught me which 

methods it is possible to follow the vivid red thread of research, to focus without succumbing to 

the temptation of distractions, and together we crossed that sea of knowledge, carried by the 

winds of curiosity.  It was a marvellous lesson: grazie, infinite Maestro Gilbert. 

Paola Erdas:  Trieste, Italy 

Harpsichordist, Professor of Harpsichord, Conservatorio of Trieste and Messina, Italy  

www.paolaerdas.it 

http://www.paolaerdas.it/
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in Lurs en Provence, mid to late 70s: with Genevieve Lagacé (on Kenneth's left), 

Margarita Hanson (publisher: L'Oiseau Lyre) (front, second from right), Skip 

Sempé (front, third from left)   (photo: Valerie Weeks) 

 

Valerie Weeks 
Reminiscences of Kenneth begin with a workshop I took with him at McGill in the early 70s. I have 

never experienced a better pedagogue in the masterclass setting. Kenneth had encyclopaedic 

knowledge of the repertoire, and vast performance experience. Most importantly though, he 

understood the art of taking a specific performance by an individual in a masterclass, and 

maximizing the educational and artistic opportunities not just for that person, but for the group 

as a whole. We all benefitted enormously from each work performed.  

I sought him out at another workshop held in Lurs en Provence in the mid-70s. It was a star-

studded cast, including Skip Sempé, Christophe Coin, Genevieve Soly, and the publisher of Oiseau 

Lyre, Margarita Hanson. It was at that workshop where Kenneth introduced his Rameau 

transcriptions from his edition of the keyboard works for performance, and where we were all 

guinea pigs in helping Margarita decide if the chamber works that Oiseau Lyre was about to 

publish should be rendered with a realisation or merely a figured bass. We all took what felt like a 

leap at that time and strongly supported the figured bass only version. 

 

Kenneth had a way of phrasing certain concepts that was vivid and arresting. I still can hear him 

describing harpsichord playing as being the “art of equilibrium”, and how we must “be our own 

conductor”. I knew Kenneth as a fierce advocate for the harpsichord, an early and avid collector of 

beautiful instruments, an especial expert in French repertoire, and a consummate Bach scholar. 

Valerie Weeks:  Vancouver, BC 

Music therapist and specialist in music for palliative care 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Sy1wUL00EUk 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Sy1wUL00EUk
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  PHOTO GALLERY 

 
   
     

 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 

 

                                                                                                   
 

with Reinhard von Nagel at the William Dowd-von Nagel 
workshop, Paris (photographer unknown) 

Left: with Gustav Leonhardt and ice creams 
(photo of unknown origin, taken from the web) 

Kenneth Gilbert 
(photo: Robert Carpenter Turner) 

 

Recording at the BBC, April 1970, on a harpsichord by William Dowd 
(photo: Maurice Cochrane) 

 

(photo: André le Coz) 
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     PHOTO GALLERY 
 

 
    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

with Olivier Baumont, 1990 (photo: Tutti Magazine) 

 

Kenneth Gilbert relaxing in Paris  
(photographer unknown) 

 

Christmas 2015 at the Roseraie Care Home in Québec;with 
Christmas 2015 at the Care Home.  Maurice Decker (left) and 
Éric Rioux (back), with a Dover edition of French Noels: Daquin, 
Dandrieu, Balbastre, that Kenneth then played for a sing-along  
at the piano. (photos: Hubert Laforge) 

 

June 10th, 2020, Florence Laforge placing lilacs at the memorial 
plaque, designed by Maurice Decker, Parc de la Souvenance, 
Québec. (photo: Hubert Laforge) 

 

 

  Kenneth Gilbert in Paris (photographer unknown) 
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LINKS: 

 

Discography: http://www.hypatia.music.mcgill.ca/1/gilbert/gilbert_discography.html 

 

Interview in the English Harpsichord Magazine Vol 1, No3 1974  

https://www.harpsichord.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2015/04/kennethgilbert.pdf 

 

“The educational dimension of Kenneth Gilbert's legacy is immense”: Christophe Huss  

https://www.ledevoir.com/culture/musique/577255/classique-kenneth-gilbert-maitre-des-

clavecinistes-s-eteint 

 

“This instrument which seduces him with the perfect balance between modesty and immediacy: the 

harpsichord.”: Ivan A. Alexandre, Diapason, Paris  https://www.diapasonmag.fr/a-la-une/le-

claveciniste-kenneth-gilbert-est-mort-30076 

 

“He has helped to shape the essence of the generation of harpsichordists today”: 

Marie-Aude Roux, Le Monde, Paris  https://www.lemonde.fr/musiques/article/2020/04/20/mort-du-

claveciniste-canadien-kenneth-gilbert_6037219_1654986.html 

 

Hank Knox, Historical Society of North America Newsletter; ISSN 2328-5621/Vol.9, no.1 

(Spring/Summer) and also in Sounding Board, of the British Harpsichord Society: 

http://www.harpsichord.org.uk/sounding-board/?fbclid=IwAR1l_oUmjxrLi5Zf0MN 

 

France-Musique, with Olivier Baumont: 

https://www.francemusique.fr/musique-baroque/disparition-du-claveciniste-kenneth-gilbert-83135 

 

Radio-Canada by Anne-Josée Cameron, with Pierre Bouchard: 

https://ici.radio-canada.ca/nouvelle/1694885/deces-claveciniste-kenneth-gilbert-88-ans 

 

Le Monde, Paris: 

https://www.lemonde.fr/musiques/article/2020/04/20/mort-du-claveciniste-canadien-kenneth-

gilbert_6037219_1654986.html 

 

YouTube: Leçons particuliѐres de musique c. 1991 with Olivier Baumont: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=akzxVWlrTdc  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://hypatia.music.mcgill.ca/1/gilbert/gilbert_discography.html
https://www.harpsichord.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2015/04/kennethgilbert.pdf
https://translate.google.com/translate?hl=en&prev=_t&sl=auto&tl=en&u=https://www.ledevoir.com/culture/musique/577255/classique-kenneth-gilbert-maitre-des-clavecinistes-s-eteint
https://translate.google.com/translate?hl=en&prev=_t&sl=auto&tl=en&u=https://www.ledevoir.com/culture/musique/577255/classique-kenneth-gilbert-maitre-des-clavecinistes-s-eteint
https://translate.google.com/translate?hl=en&prev=_t&sl=auto&tl=en&u=https://www.diapasonmag.fr/a-la-une/le-claveciniste-kenneth-gilbert-est-mort-30076
https://translate.google.com/translate?hl=en&prev=_t&sl=auto&tl=en&u=https://www.diapasonmag.fr/a-la-une/le-claveciniste-kenneth-gilbert-est-mort-30076
https://www.lemonde.fr/musiques/article/2020/04/20/mort-du-claveciniste-canadien-kenneth-gilbert_6037219_1654986.html
https://www.lemonde.fr/musiques/article/2020/04/20/mort-du-claveciniste-canadien-kenneth-gilbert_6037219_1654986.html
http://www.harpsichord.org.uk/sounding-board/?fbclid=IwAR1l_oUmjxrLi5Zf0MN
https://translate.google.com/translate?hl=en&prev=_t&sl=fr&tl=en&u=https://www.francemusique.fr/musique-baroque/disparition-du-claveciniste-kenneth-gilbert-83135
https://translate.google.com/translate?hl=en&prev=_t&sl=fr&tl=en&u=https://ici.radio-canada.ca/nouvelle/1694885/deces-claveciniste-kenneth-gilbert-88-ans
https://translate.google.com/translate?hl=en&prev=_t&sl=fr&tl=en&u=https://www.lemonde.fr/musiques/article/2020/04/20/mort-du-claveciniste-canadien-kenneth-gilbert_6037219_1654986.html
https://translate.google.com/translate?hl=en&prev=_t&sl=fr&tl=en&u=https://www.lemonde.fr/musiques/article/2020/04/20/mort-du-claveciniste-canadien-kenneth-gilbert_6037219_1654986.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=akzxVWlrTdc
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